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/IN MATTERS OF TRUST...
Our Trust department offers all trust services. Executor and adm inistrator 
of personal estates, trustee under w ills or as trustee of living trusts 
and life insurance trusts. Investment m anagem ent, custodian accounts . 
in fact, anything under the heading of estates and trusts.
W e w ill be glad to discuss your estate pann ing  needs w ith you at any 
time.
M e r c h a n t s  N a t i o n a l  B a n k
BROAD ST., BANGOR 
UNION AT 14TH, BANGOR 
NORTH MAIN ST, BREWER 
DOW AIR FORCE BASE
F e d e r a l  R e s e r v e  S y s t e m  a n d
F e d e r a l  D e p o s i t  I n s u r a n c e  C o r p o r a t i o n
ENGIN EERS
W ant Return  T o  M aine?
•  RAYTHEON SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION HAS “GROUND FLOOR” 
OPPORTUNITIES IN LEWISTON, MAINE
•  A TRAINING CENTER IS NOW IN OPERATION
•  A NEW SEMICONDUCTOR PLANT OF 125,000 SQUARE FEET IS 
NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION
MEN WITH DEGREES IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, PHYSICS, CHEMICAL 
ENGINEERING, METALLURGY, CHEMISTRY AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER­
ING ARE NEEDED FOR PROCESSING, QUALITY CONTROL, PRODUCTION 
SUPERVISION, AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING.
CONTACT —
JOSEPH P. O’CONNOR 
PLANT PERSONNEL MANAGER 
RAYTHEON COMPANY 
LEWISTON, MAINE
From left, Bill Ackerm an, C.L U., New England Life, R. F. Denton, Jr., and H. W. Jam ieson, prominent California businessm en
New England Life’s Bill Ackerman makes 
a business of serving California businessmen
Bill Ackerman works with men with ideas and com­
panies with potential. For example, Bill handles the 
business life -insurance for organizations in which 
H. W. Jamieson and R. F. Denton, Jr., have an 
interest.
Bill gets a deep sense of satisfaction from the 
knowledge that he’s contributed to the growth and 
strength of young businesses. Since joining New 
England Life in 1946, he’s seen many of the men he’s 
insured become successful executives. And Bill, him­
self, is a success. He’s a life member of our own 
Leaders Association and of the top national organiza­
tion, the Million Dollar Round Table.
If a career like this appeals to you, investigate the
possibilities with New England Life. Men who meet 
and maintain our requirements get a regular income 
right from the start and can work practically any­
where in the United States.
For more information, write Vice President John 
Barker, 501 Boylston Street, Boston 17, Mass.
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A  Piece of Maine?
No Population Explosion . . .
M aine has been  unspo iled  and  u n to u ch ed  by 
ex trem e u rb an iza tio n , and  has ab u n d a n t 
room  in w hich to  live, p lay  and  w ork.\\
These Brokers . . .
A Growth Investment. . .
As one of the few places in  the  E ast with 
R eal E sta te  available to  fit m odest budgets, 
M aine offers u n lim ited  o p p o rtu n ity  to those 
who wish to buy with an  eye on  the fu tu re .
Will help you find the place that suits your needs. Consult them when you are interested in the purchase or sale 
of vacation, residential, business, or investment properties.
R EG IO N BRO K ERS ADDRESS T E L . NO.
1 ROLAND L. GUITE, Realtor 105 High St., Ellsworth, Me. No. 7-8221
2 RICHARD S. BRADFORD '30, Realtor 2 Mill St., Orono, Me. Orono 6-2625
2 THE GOLDSMITH A G EN C Y , JO H N  P. RUSSELL '57 6 Mill St., Orono, Me. Orono 6-3550
Agnes H ow ard  D anforth  
Bequests H o n o r H e r  -----
Miss Agnes Howard Danforth of Bangor, who passed away in 1955, be­
queathed two funds to the University of Maine Foundation. Both bequests were 
given in memory of her father, Eugene Danforth.
A scholarship fund of $10,739, known as The Eugene Danforth Scholarship 
Fund, was established by Miss Danforth’s larger bequest. The income from this 
fund is used to benefit University of Maine students who are residents of Maine, 
and who are majoring in the fields of forestry, forest products, pulp and paper 
technology, or other courses relating to the scientific and industrial development 
of the wood products industry.
Miss Danforth’s second bequest, which comes to the University of Maine 
Foundation upon termination of a trust fund, is also to be known as the Eugene 
Danforth Fund. A fund of $5,000 will be provided, the income from which will 
be used for the purchase of equipment for the pulp and paper laboratories at the 
University.
Through these thoughtful bequests, Miss Danforth has perpetuated the mem­
ory of her father in ways which will have far-reaching benefits to students of Maine 
and to the people of the state. She provided much-needed assistance to students 
while, at the same time, made provision for the growth and quality of one of the 
University’s outstanding departments.
The University
Growing Pains At Maine
Pr o o f  of the growing pains the University 
 has been undergoing for some years is 
manifest in a recent announcement by 
President Elliott concerning commencement 
exercises. With a seating capacity of about 
3,200 in the Gymnasium, it will be necessary 
to move out onto the athletic field in order 
to accommodate the graduating class of eight 
hundred, faculty members, and guests. Ex­
ercises will be held on June 5th, and in the 
event of rain, will be held at the Bangor 
Auditorium. (For the benefit of those who 
don’t know where the new Bangor Audi­
torium is located, it is out on Main St., 
just beyond the Bangor Daily News office 
building, set back off the highway behind 
the enormous Paul Bunyan statue.)
Speaking of growth, did you know that 
in the first seventy years, from 1870 to 1940, 
there were seventeen major buildings con­
structed on campus? Compare this with 
fifteen new and larger structures being com­
pleted from 1940 to 1960 (with four or five 
years taken out for World War II), and one 
comes up with a hundred percent increase 
in a twenty year period over the first seventy 
years. (Enrollment has followed the same 
pattern, having doubled within the past 
thirty years.)
We haven’t done it, but we believe that 
if growth of the University were plotted 
graphically using arithmetic progression, 
there would be a doubling of present facili­
ties and enrollment within ten years. It’s 
hard to visualize, but this would mean over 
sixty buildings on campus and nearly ten 
thousand students. Such a conjecture may 
be way off, but the population explosion, 
especially in the school age group, is a real 
thing, and all indications point to the popu­
lation rise becoming more intense.
M ore Coeds fo r ’60
The new women’s dormitory, which will 
be ready for next fall, is only a temporary 
measure in taking care of the increase in 
admissions of women students. With a 36% 
increase in applications for admission from 
women students over last year in the offing, 
the University trustees have approved the 
construction of another new women’s dormi­
tory to be ready for occupancy by the fall 
of 1961. The building will be constructed 
under the provisions of the $10,000,000 
bond issue approved by Maine voters last 
fall, and will pay for itself from room and 
room charges.
The total increase in admissions applica­
tions is 18% over last year, and because of 
this, work on a new dormitory for men will 
begin this spring.
Plans are also being made to start work 
on a 95 apartment development to replace 
faculty and married student facilities at 
South Apartments. The last word we had 
was that this is to be built between Stillwater 
and Old Town, and that it is hoped work 
can be finished for next fall.
Out behind South Stevens, groundwork 
has a ready been started for the new College 
of Education building, and it is anticipated 
that this will be ready in February of 1961.
H auck F und  B ulletin  Sent O utSpeaking of building and building pro­
grams, you have received by this time the 
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund Completion 
Program Bulletin number 2. If you haven’t 
received it, watch for your copy with the 
plans for the months ahead.
P&P Institu te  Staff
Professor C. Earl Libby ’16 who retires 
this June as head of the department of 
Pulp and Paper Technology at North Caro­
lina State College, will be a member of the 
staff for the first Summer Institute for the 
Pulp and Paper Industry at the University 
from July 11-August 19.
The Institute, sponsored by the Univer­
sity Pulp and Paper Foundation and the 
University, will bring a staff of experts to­
gether with key personnel from industry 
to explore the technology and manufacture 
of pulp and paper.
Prof. Libby was associated for 32 years 
with the New York State College of For­
estry. For 20 of these years he served as 
head of the department of pulp and paper 
manufacture.
He has had a distinguished career in 
both teaching and research, notably in the 
development of papermaking pulps from 
northern hardwoods. He has also been 
active in associations connected with the 
industry, and has contributed much materi­
al to the literature of papermaking.
Prof. Libby, who received his degree 
from Maine in 1916 in chemical engineer­
ing, was one of the University’s first gradu­
ates to have specialized in paper.
Video At T he U niversity?
The Ford Foundation has announced 
that it will make grants to help existing 
groups in their efforts to activate educa­
tional television channels. The first of this 
series of grants has been made to the Uni­
versity in the amount of $20,500, “to assist 
it in activating Channel 12, an educational 
channel assigned to the University by the 
Federal Communications Commission,”
President Elliott reported that the request 
for the grant from the Ford Foundation, 
submitted in writing in early January, had 
the endorsement not only of the Univer­
sity, but also of the Maine State Depart­
ment of Education, the Educational Tele­
vision Association of Maine, and the New 
England Board of Higher Education.
The first step in making plans for Edu­
cational Television a reality here is an ex­
tensive survey to determine and solve prob­
lems in the areas of engineering, law, costs, 
programming and others. It is hoped that 
on-the-air operations will begin within the 
next two years.
C hildren’s D ram a Classes This Sum m erThe Summer Session, through the de­
partment of speech, will offer a theatre 
program for children and young people 
from July 18 to August 12, Dean Mark R. 
Shibles, director of the Summer Session, 
announced recently.
Creative drama classes for boys and girls 
between the ages of eight and 16 will be 
held during the six-week period. These 
classes will be designed to further, through 
a significant experience in drama, the total 
personality growth of boys and girls, and 
to develop creative imagination, emotional 
balance, and sound social attitudes.
The Children’s Theatre will also serve as 
a laboratory for teachers enrolled in Speech 
68, “Creative Theatre Laboratory.” The 
teachers, who receive three semester hours 
credit, serve as directors of the children’s 
plays. Prof. Herschel L. Bricker is in charge 
of the children’s Theatre.
The number of children to be accepted 
has been limited to 35, with preference 
given in order of application, and to those 
children who have previously been at the 
Summer Session.
Those interested in applying should write 
to Dr. Wofford G. Gardner, head of the 
department of speech, the University of 
Maine, Orono.
F arm  and H om e W eek
Draws Large CrowdsIn spite of two days of rainy weather, 
the 53rd annual Farm and Home Week at 
the University (March 28-31) drew consid­
erably larger crowds than last year. Final 
registration figures showed that some 3,642 
men nad women signed registration cards. 
This included 1,654 men and 1,988 wom­
en. This was an increase of 229 men and 
208 women over last year, or a total in­
crease of 437 registrations.  In addition, 
some 862 men and women were given free 
tests for diabetes by the State Department 
of Health and Welfare. Herbert A. Leon­
ard ’39, Associate Professor of Animal Sci­
ence at the University, again headed the 
Farm and Home Week Committee which 
arranged the successful program.
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Why Do Women Go To College?
V
N oting that there  is an increase of thirty-six percent in applications for admissions from women students for next fall over last year, it made us wonder 
just why women go to college at all In 
the main, it seemed to us that the girls 
would not be preparing themselves for 
careers, with the exception of those who 
want to become teachers. If this were true, 
it would seem that women go on to institu­
tions beyond the high school level with the 
general aim of educating themselves to the 
highest degree simply for the sake of edu­
cation itself. Such a “per se” attitude, if it 
does exist, is certainly commendable, and 
might indicate that women are more in­
terested in the intrinsic nature of education 
than men.
In considering the question of why women 
go to college, one must also take into con­
sideration the often heard generalization: 
“girls go to college to find a husband.” 
This opinion (expressed mostly by men), 
like all generalizations, tries to make a 
whole truth out of one of many factors. 
Upon pondering the problem awhile, it 
occurred to us to go to the source itself, 
and we proceeded to set up interviews with 
several women students to learn why they 
came to the University
After locating some girls who would 
agree to answer our questions, and after 
assuring them that their names would not 
be used, we went ahead with the interroga­
tion with some misgivings. The mood was 
set—they were to be candid, we were to 
be objective. There was nothing startling 
about the replies: one was in college be­
cause it was a tradition in her family, others 
to prepare for careers such as nursing and 
teaching, and some for the simple purpose 
of getting more education or to have the 
experience of “going to college.”
When asked if they had husband hunting 
in mind, all answered with emphatic nega­
tives, although they did agree that finding 
their husband-to-be in college occupied 
their thoughts occasionally. This led us to 
ask if perhaps only a few of the college girls 
had locating a suitable husband as a pri­
mary objective. In view of what their pre­
vious answers were about themselves, their 
responses surprised us somewhat. They all 
definitely believed that over half of the 
women students came to college to get hus­
bands, and that education and the prepara­
tion for a career were secondary aims for 
these students.
A little confused, we asked if the husband 
seekers would admit to such an aim, and the 
answer was that while some of these might 
be willing to reveal the real reason for their 
being here, most would not. We then put 
the following question to the girls: “What 
sort of an answer could we expect from 
women students whose main objective is to 
find a husband in college?” The girls then 
smiled the kind of smile Eve might have 
smiled when considering Adam, and re­
plied that we could expect the same answers 
that they, themselves had given us. All of 
which left us exactly nowhere.
We then did what we should have done 
in the first place; we called Dean of Women, 
Edith Wilson, who graciously agreed to in­
terrupt her busy schedule to discuss the 
subject with us. Dean Wilson, who taught 
sociology here before becoming Dean of 
Women, has been actively concerned with 
the challenging problems of women students 
for years. If anyone on campus knows 
the answer (or answers) to why women go 
to college, Dean Wilson is the one.
Dean Edith G. Wilson
We began the discussion with a three 
barrelled question: “Do girls come to col­
lege for an education, to prepare for careers, 
or to hunt for husbands?” fully aware that 
no single response could provide the answer.
After pointing out to us that society to­
day gives its approval more to women en­
tering careers normally thought of as the 
domain of men only, than it did in earlier 
years, Dean Wilson went on to consider 
today’s women students and their educa­
tion as a background for potential careers. 
Most modern women students have careers 
of some sort in mind when they enter col­
lege, it appears. This does not mean, how­
ever, that women come to college primar­
ily to prepare themselves for jobs. There is 
nothing contradictory in this, since the 
working wife, both before having children 
and after children are of school age, has 
become commonplace on the American 
scene. The fact that the causes vary from 
economic necessity, more leisure time for 
housewives, and other reasons, does not 
affect such a discussion as this except to 
explain one of several important factors 
which influence the woman student’s atti­
tude about her college education, the Dean 
said.
The kind of careers today’s women find 
attractive, she said, are not the “routine” 
jobs, but something different and challeng­
ing. She stated, as an example of this, 
that many women now go into personnel 
work with industries and organizations. 
In spite of this, she emphasized, teaching 
is the profession which attracts most wom­
en; and she gave as the reasons the greater 
importance given by the public today to 
the education of children, higher teacher 
salaries, and better facilities for the prep­
aration of teachers as evidenced by the 
University’s College of Education.
While the percentage of women in our 
age entering some fields such as medicine, 
has increased, the number of women 
studying in the College of Technology and 
the number engaged in preparing themselves 
for highly technical jobs in the College of 
Agriculture does not seem to represent a 
significant gain over previous decades, the 
Dean said. (There are two girls enrolled 
in the College of Technology today; and 
we can remember one girl, as far back as 
1936, studying Chemical Engineering.)
Notwithstanding the above, the Dean 
observed that women, especially when it 
comes to looking forward to marriage and 
a family, have not changed very much in 
the last twenty or thirty years. She said 
that women students today include their 
future marital status when planning their 
educations. As for the girls finding hus­
bands while at college, the Dean sees this 
as a normal state of affairs. Generally, 
those girls who want and are capable of 
college work, will prefer their husbands to 
have at least an education equal to their 
own, and the most likely place for them 
to find such husbands is the college they 
both are attending.
Summing up the above symposium, one 
might say that women go to college today 
to broaden their intellectual and social 
experience, and to give themselves the in­
surance of career training, while consid­
ering these as important in preparing them­
selves for future marriage and successful 
family management.
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The Home Ec. Alumnae
A  Report By Dr. M arion D. Sweetman
Ho m e  E conom ics at the University marked its fiftieth anniversary last fall by sending a brief questionnaire to its approximately one thousand fifty liv­
ing alumnae. The up-to-date address list 
itself brought out two interesting facts about 
the group—whether they had married and 
where they live. To determine whether 
trends were indicated over the years, this 
information was tabulated by decades.
Beginning with the oldest group, percents 
married ran 71, 72, 92, 90, and 83. Un­
doubtedly there are substantially more mar­
riages still to come among the last group— 
those graduating in the fifties, and to a less­
er extent among those graduating in the 
forties. Certainly the trend has been toward 
a higher marriage rate for these college 
graduates with little or no difference from 
that for the population as a whole during 
the last three decades. The place of resi­
dence at present was recorded as to whether 
it was in Maine, elsewhere in New Eng­
land, or outside of New England. As 
would be expected, the war years tended 
to increase the proportion leaving the state 
but not to a remarkable degree; 44% of 
those graduating in the forties reside in 
the state as against 50% of those graduat­
ing in the thirties or 48% in the fifties. 
In general about half of all Home Econom­
ics alumnae have settled in Maine and 
about one-fourth elsewhere in New Eng­
land.
To turn to the questionnaires, which were 
returned by about 43% of the total, a trend 
towards larger families was shown in com­
paring reported sizes of families of alumnae 
of the thirties with those of the forties. 
By far the most common number of chil­
dren in the earlier group was two, with 
three running a poor second. However, 
those graduating in the forties already have 
three children more often than any other 
number and, of course, are much more 
likely to add to the existing numbers. 
Families of five or more children are rela­
tively few, constituting less than 10% of 
the number of alumnae belonging to the 
two decades. The smaller number of 
alumnae of the first two decades were like 
those of the thirties in reporting two as 
the most common number of children.
The trend toward working outside the 
home resembles that reported generally for
Dr. Marian D. Sweetman
married women today. Exactly half of 
those graduated in the twenties and thirties 
who returned questionnaires indicated they 
were doing at least part time work for 
pay, teaching being the most common occu­
pation. A substantial proportion of both 
age groups are widows. Somewhat less 
than one-fourth of those graduating in the 
forties and fifties reported earning and these 
were almost exclusively women whose chil­
dren were in school or who were recently 
married and as yet had no children.
Perhaps the most interesting part of the 
questionnaire was the answers to a ques­
tion, “As you observe families today, what 
seem to you to be the major aspects of 
living they find most difficult to deal with?” 
Replies demonstrated almost unanimously 
that family women today are much more 
concerned with problems of homemaking 
than housekeeping. A few mentioned ob­
serving a lack of skills, particularly in the 
area of planning for good nutrition, but 
bringing up children, managing money, and 
managing time were listed far more fre­
quently than any other items.
Child rearing problems mentioned most 
frequently were difficulty in planning time 
when the whole family could do things 
together, deficient understanding of teen­
agers, lack of adequate family supervision 
of the children of working mothers in the
community, and insufficiency of parental 
discipline. Other relationship difficulties 
within families pointed out were those in­
volving an older generaton in the home 
and those between husbands and wives re­
sulting from inadequate preparation for 
marriage or the separation of interests pro­
duced by the long hours husbands’ work 
keeps them away from home, particularly 
in suburban living.
Although money difficulties deriving from 
the high cost of living and inflation were 
listed frequently, weakness in management 
of financial resources was indicated by 
many more respondents. Excessive use of 
credit and the competitive standard of 
“keeping up with the Joneses” were the 
principal criticisms. Many expressed the 
need for more thoughtful setting of values 
by the individual family so that spending 
would bring more complete and lasting sat­
isfactions. As one middle-aged mother 
stated the problem, “The desire for material 
things seems to dominate the lives of many 
families. This leads to indebtedness, often 
putting pressure on the husband, causing 
wives to return to work who are needed at 
home, and so much do-it-yourself work in 
the home that there is no time for relaxa­
tion, study or play with the children. 
Young people not only need to understand 
budgeting, finance, insurance, etc., but they 
need to look objectively at their wants, to 
learn to preserve and value what posses­
sions they have, and to understand the 
grave dangers to family life of high pres­
sure advertising and a ‘Keep-up-with-the- 
Toneses’ philosophy.”
The nature of the time pressures felt by 
today’s homemakers reflects to an unex­
pected degree the changing pattern of their 
lives. Few mentioned the burdens of house­
keeping—rather the problem was stated to 
be one of balancing time spent in the home 
and with the family with that spent on 
worthy community activities. Apparently 
the social pressures combined with indi­
vidual feelings of responsibility produce 
considerable tension in the minds of many. 
This problem seems to be particularly dif­
ficult for mothers of small children in spite 
of the fact that few in this college-educated 
group are working outside the home. 
Answers to a question on the nature of 
outside activities and use of spare time show 
that much of such time is spent on church 
organizations, Parent-Teachers’ Associa­
tions, study clubs, and financial drives, all 
of which tend to make communities better 
places in which to live.
Footnote:
Since it is not possible for me to write in­dividually to each alumna who returned the questionnaire, I want to  take this op­portunity to express my deep appreciation for the many thoughful comments. I be­lieve these contributions have great signifi­cance for the future development of cur­ricula in Home Economics at the college level.
Marion D. Sweetman
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Alumni Names
R. A. W ilkins ’19 Elected 
P residen t, B ird & Son
Ralph A. Wilkins ’19, whose election to 
Executive Vice President of Bird & Son, Inc., 
was featured in the Alumni Names page of 
the March Alumnus, has since been elected 
President of the company, succeeding the 
retiring President, Axel H. Anderson.
Two A lum ni Named O utstanding
F o r  ’59
Of the three “outstanding young men of 
1959 for Maine” named by the State of 
Maine Junior Chamber of Commerce, two 
were alumni of the University: John P. Zollo 
’49 and Albert H. Smaha ’45. The third 
man so honored was H. Blaine Sanborn, an 
alumnus of Norwich University.
Their choice was announced recently at 
the Lewiston Armory, and awards were 
presented to them by Congressman Frank 
M. Coffin.
Mr. Zollo is a native of Beverly, Mass., 
and now makes his home at Rumford, 
Maine, where is is Operations Superintend­
ent of the Rumford Falls Power Company.
While attending the University, Mr. Zollo 
had an exceptional record as a member of 
the Maine football team, having been chosen 
for the Little All-American Team line in 
his senior year.
In Rumford, Mr. Zollo has directed many 
fund drives and has been active in a number 
of civic organizations.
Mr. Smaha, born in Lawrence, Mass., 
graduated from Deering High School in 
Portland. After graduating from the Ui- 
versity, he joined the family business, open­
ing the Bangor Columbia Market in 1951. 
He has been cited as an innovator in food 
marketing methods and as a promoter of 
nutritional improvement programs.
In community work he has assisted 4-H 
Clubs and the Red Cross, and has conducted 
fund-raising drives for several organizations. 
In January the Bangor Junior Chamber of 
Commerce presented him with its distin­
guished service award.
P hilip  C. Chute ’43 Elected 
P residen t M aine Hotel Assoc.
Philip C. Chute ’43 recently elected to 
the Presidency of the State of Maine Hotel 
Association was featured in the March 12th 
issue of Hotel & Restaurant News. Mr. 
Chute, who owns and manages the Chute 
Homestead and Cottages at Naples, Maine, 
has also been a director of the New England 
and American Hotel Associations.
He has been a selectman in Naples since 
1950, has served as president of the Lions 
club, and has been active in several other 
civic organizations. He is married to the 
former Pauline M. Gilson ’47, of South
Portland and they have three children: 
Judith, James C. and Kathleen.
C. M. F lin t ’28 Nam ed D irector 
C. T. M ain, Inc.
Clarence M Flint ’28 of Cohasset, Mass., 
was named a director of the corporation 
at the annual meeting of Charles T. Main, 
Inc, consulting engineers of Boston and 
Charlotte, N. C.
From 1928 to 1947 Mr. Flint was associ­
ated with General Electric Company, and 
during World War II was on loan from G.E. 
to the office of Scientific Research and De­
velopment in Washington, D. C. For his 
governmental work, he was awarded an 
Office of Scientific Development certificate 
of merit, and the Presidential Citation with 
a certificate of merit.
In 1947, Mr. Flint became research di- 
lector for the American Newspaper Pub­
lishers Association in New York, where 
he established and directed a research pro­
gram designed to produce new equipment, 
processes and techniques for the production 
of newspapers in the United States and 
Canada.
He has been with C. T. Mam, Inc., since 
1954, and has been responsible for the lay­
out, design and supervision of construction 
of printing plants.
FO R T GORDON, GEORGIA, MARCH 
29th , 1960 . . . L ieu ten an t D ana S.
K ierstead  ’58 (c e n te r)  o f  G ard in e r, 
Me., receives new silver b ars  o f  a F irs t 
L ieu ten an t a t recen t p ro m o tio n  cere­m onies a t T h e  P rovost M arshal G en­
eral C enter, h e re . P in n in g  th e  new insignia on Lt. K ierstead  a re  B rig a ­
d ier G eneral H ow ard M. H obson  ( le f t )  com m and er o f th e  PMG C enter, an d  
L ieut. Col. Jo h n  F. H yde ( r ig h t)  
com m and er o f th e  5 0 4 th  M ilitary  
Police B atta lion . L ieu t. K ierstead  was 
com m issioned in  th e  M ilitary  Police Corps u p o n  g rad u a tio n  fro m  th e  U ni­
versity in 1958 and  was called  to  active service la te r  th a t year. H e is p re se n t­ly assigned  as a p la to o n  leader w ith 
the 5 0 4 th  M ilitary  Police B a tta lio n ’s “ B” C om pany, one o f th e  A rm y’s m ost highly decorated  MP u n its . P r io r  to jo in in g  the  5 0 4 th  MP B n, he  was 
C om m anding  O fficer o f  T ra in in g  C om ­pany  “ K ,”  T h e  P rovost M arshal G en­
e ra l’s School. Lt. K ierstead  is th e  son of M r. and  Mrs. H azen  C. K ierstead  o f Rt. 2, G ard iner.
N. C. Hammond '45
N orm an C. H am m ond  ’45  
P ro m o ted  By IBM
The appointment of Norman C. Ham­
mond ’45 of Lake Katrine, N. Y., as salary 
administrator for IBM’S systems develop­
ment department at Bethesda, Md., has been 
announced by Charles Benton, Jr., presi­
dent of IBM’s Federal Systems Division.
Mr. Hammond joined IBM in January, 
1955, as technical engineer in final systems 
test and was named manager of pluggable 
unit test in July, 1955. In April, 1956, he 
was named personnel representative in 
manufacturing personnel; in March, 1957, 
manager of manufacturing personnel place­
ment; and, in December, 1958, manager of 
field engineering personnel employment, a 
post he has held until his latest apointment.
A member of the American Institute of 
Electrical Engineers, Mr. Hammond also 
attended the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. He is a veteran of nine and 
one-half years active duty with the U. S. 
Army and was discharged with the rank 
of major.
Mr. Hammond, his wife, Jeanne, and 
children, John, 14, Robin, 12, and Scott, 
7, are residing in Rockville, Md.
M ichael C. T o th  ’50 N am ed 
G. E. Sales M anager
Michael C. Toth ’50, has been named by 
the General Electric Company to serve as 
district manager of a sales office in Day- 
ton, Ohio. This office will market accessory 
power equipment for aircraft, missiles, 
space vehicles, marine and ground applica­
tions, and is one of the first of nine district 
operations of its kind set up in key cities 
across the country by the company’s Air­
craft Accessory Turbine Department, head­
quartered in Lynn, Mass.
Mr. Toth joined G.E. in 1950 and has 
served in several engineering positions, hav­
ing had experience with a wide variety of 
aircraft accessory power products. He is 
an author of two technical papers pub­
lished in the aviation press.
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ATTENTION!
Notice is hereby  given th a t the 
follow ing m a tte r  p e rta in in g  to 
changes in  th e  C onstitu tion  and  By- 
Laws o f  the  G eneral A lum ni Asso­
ciation will receive d iscussion a n d /  
or be voted u p o n  a t the  Ju n e  4, 
1960 A nnual M eeting o f the  As­
sociation in  O rono :
T h e  In v ita tio n  to  m em b ersh ip  
in the  G enera l A lum ni A ssociation 
to th e  a lu m n i o f th e  fo rm er P o rt­
land J u n io r  College (now  the  U ni­
versity o f  M aine in  P o r tla n d )  will 
be ex tended  ind iv idually  to each 
a lu m n u s, and  if  accep ted , the  a lu m ­
nus will be p laced  on  th e  ro lls o f 
the G enera l A lum ni A ssociation.
A lum nus Q uenches C uban F ire
At the $76 million U. S. Navy base at 
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, Rear Admiral 
Frank W. Fenno ’23, base commander, 
helped improve Cuban-U. S. relationships 
by sending fire equipment to help extinguish 
a blaze which was threatening neighboring 
Caimanera, and also donated more than a 
half ton of food to the victims.
According to the March 28th issue of 
Time magazine, the thanks to the Navy took 
the form of an anti-American speech by a 
local leader who was employed at the base.
C harles F. D exter ’36  E lected 
Vice P residen t W arren  P um p s, Inc.
Warren Pumps, Inc., recently announced 
the election of Charles F. Dexter ’36 to the 
position of Vice President in charge of In­
dustrial Sales. Mr. Dexter, who has been 
with Warren Pumps, Inc., for four years, 
has been Manager of Industrial Sales for 
the past two years.
A lum nus R abbit C onsultant 
H onored  By B ritish  Club
Roscoe F. Cuozzo ’34, Extension Service 
rabbit consultant and director of the pul- 
lorum laboratories at the University, has 
been honored by a British rabbit club.
One of the foremost raisers of tan rab­
bits in the world, A. S. Howden, of England, 
recently wrote Mr. Cuozzo that he had 
been given an honorary membership in the 
Northern Counties Tan Rabbit Club, of 
England.
Mr. Cuozzo is believed to be the only 
person in the United States ever so honored.
Mr. Cuozzo has been extremely active in 
rabbit organizations and in rabbit breeding 
and showing. He is a member of the British
Rabbit Council, the American Rabbit Breed­
ers Association, the Rex Rabbit Club, the 
Green Mountain Rabbit Club, the Iowa 
State Rabbit Breeders Association, and the 
York County Rabbit Breeders Association. 
At present he is chairman of the sub­
committee for research of the American 
Rabbit Breeders Association.
The Extension rabbit consultant has been 
doing work with rabbit breeders and with 
4-H club and vocational agriculture students 
in Maine. He is the author of the widely 
accepted Extension Service publication for 
4-H members, “Rabbit Raising Handbook.’’
R. F. Cuozzo '34 & Friend
Your Friends Miss You
How long  has it been since 
you’ve seen your classm ates a t 
M aine? No d o u b t it has been  a 
g rea t m any  years. M any o f them  
will be re tu rn in g  to  the  cam pus 
fo r reu n io n s  in Ju n e , you know. 
W ill you be th e re  w ith them  to ta lk  
ab o u t the  “ good old tim es” ?
In  case you ’ve fo rg o tten , the  fo l­
lowing classes will ho ld  reu n io n s 
on  Ju n e  3-4-5:
Senior A lum ni 1935
1910 1940
1915 1945
1920 1950
1925 1955
1930 1958
All o th e r a lu m n i, regard less o f 
class, a re  cord ia lly  invited  to  a t­
tend  th e  festiv ities.
M. F. Kent '30
M. F. Kent Named G. E. Mgr.
Milton F. Kent ’30, has been appointed 
manager of the General Electric Company’s 
newly-created Electric Utility Marketing 
Operation, it was announced here today by 
Clarence H. Linder, vice president and 
group executive for the Company’s recently- 
formed Electric Utility Group.
Mr. Kent will be headquartered in Sche­
nectady, New York. He was formerly 
manager of Apparatus Product Sales for 
the Company’s User Industries Sales De­
partment at Schenectady. In this capacity 
he was responsible for sales of apparatus 
products to such industries as electric utili­
ty, steel, mining and oil.
From 1936 to 1939 he served as an engi­
neer on waterwheel generator design engi­
neering and installation, then was appointed 
a design engineer for turbine generators. 
In 1948 he was appointed a central station 
engineer and, in 1950, he was assigned as 
application engineer in the Company’s New 
York Office. He became manager of prod­
uct sales for the New York district in 1955, 
and was appointed manager of apparatus 
product sales for General Electric’s User 
Industries Sales Department in 1957.
Mr. Kent is a member of the American 
Institute of Electrical Engineers, Tau Beta 
Pi Fraternity, the New York City Engineers’ 
Club, Milbrook Golf Club of Greenwich, 
Connecticut, and the Mohawk Club of 
Schenectady, New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Kent presently reside at 
76 Orchard Drive, Greenwich, Connecticut.
L. D. Barrows '07 Honored
Named Maine’s outstanding engineer of 
the year by the Maine Society of Profes­
sional Engineers at their annual dinner re­
cently was Lucius D. Barrows ’07. Mr. 
Barrows, Chief Engineer of the State High­
way Department until his retirement in 
1955, was awarded an honorary degree of 
Doctor of Engineering by the University in
1954.
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Is College Compatible
With Marriage?
By M argaret M ead
Editors' note: The Alumnus here presents 
an article by Margaret Mead, noted anthro­
pologist, written exclusively for publication 
in alumni magazines. It has already ap­
peared in some alumni publications and is 
the subject of national notice and dispute. 
If any of our readers should care to com­
ment on the feature, we will be delighted 
to hear from them.
All over the United States, undergraduate marriages are in­creasing, not only in the municipal colleges and technical schools, which take for granted a workaday world in which 
learning is mostly training to make a living, but also on the green 
campuses once sacred to a more leisurely pursuit of knowledge.
Before we become too heavily committed to this trend, it may 
be wise to pause and question why it has developed, what it 
means, and whether it endangers the value of undergraduate edu­
cation as we have known it.
The full-time college, in which a student is free for four years 
to continue the education begun in earlier years, is only one form 
of higher education. Technical schools, non-residence municipal 
colleges, junior colleges, extension schools which offer preparation 
for professional work on a part-time and indefinitely extended 
basis, institutions which welcome adults for a single course at 
any age: all of these are “higher,” or at least “later,” education. 
Their proliferation has tended to obscure our view of the college 
itself and what it means.
But the university, as it is called in Europe—the college as it 
is often called here—is essentially quite different from “higher 
education” that is only later, or more, education. It is, in many 
ways a prolongation of the freedom of childhood; it can come only 
once in a lifetime and at a definite stage of development, after the 
immediate trials of puberty and before the responsibilities of full 
adulthood.
The university student is a unique development of our kind of 
civilization, and a special pattern is set for those who have the 
ability and the will to devote four years to exploring the civiliza­
tion of which they are a part. This self-selected group (and any 
other method than self-selection is doomed to failure) does not 
include all of the most able, the most skilled, or the most gifted 
in our society. It includes, rather, those who are willing to accept 
four more years of an intellectual and psychological moratorium, 
in which they explore, test, meditate, discuss, passionately espouse, 
and passionately repudiate ideas about the past and the future. 
The true undergraduate university is still an “as-if” world in which
the student need not commit himself yet. For this is a period in 
which it is possible not only to specialize but to taste, if only for 
a semester, all the possibilities of scholarship and science, of great 
commitment, and the special delights to which civilized man has
access today.
One of the requirements of such a life has been freedom from 
responsibility. Founders and administrators of universities have 
struggled through the years to provide places where young men 
and more recently young women, and young men and women to­
gether, would be free—in a way they can never be free again—  
to explore before they settle on the way their lives are to be lived.
This freedom once, as a matter of course, included freedom 
from domestic responsibilities—from the obligation to wife and 
children or to husband and children. True, it was often con­
fused by notions of propriety: married women and unmarried 
girls were believed to be improper dormitory companions, and 
a trace of the monastic tradition that once forbade dons to marry 
lingered on in our men’s colleges. But essentially the prohibition 
of undergraduate marriage was part and parcel of our belief that 
marriage entails responsibility.
A student may live on a crust in a garret and sell his clothes 
to buy books; a father who does the same thing is a very different 
matter. An unmarried girl may prefer scholarship to clerking in 
an office; as the wife of a future nuclear physicist or judge of 
the Supreme Court—or possibly of the research worker who will 
find a cure for cancer—she acquires a duty to give up her own 
delighted search for knowledge and to help put her husband 
through professional school. If, additionally, they have a child or 
so, both sacrifice—she her whole intellectual interest, he all but 
the absolutely essential professional grind to “get through” and 
“get established.” As the undergraduate years come to be pri­
marily not a search for knowledge and individual growth, but a 
suitable setting for the search for a mate, the proportion of full­
time students who are free to give themselves the four irreplace­
able years is being steadily whittled down.
S h o u ld w e  move so far away from the past that all young 
people, whether in college, in technical school, or as apprentices, 
expect to be married and, partially or wholly, to be supported by 
parents and society while they complete their training for this 
complex world? Should undergraduates be considered young 
adults, and should the privileges and responsibilities of mature 
young adults be theirs, whether they are learning welding or 
Greek, bookkeeping or physics, dressmaking or calculus? Whether 
they are rich or poor? Whether they come from educated homes 
or from homes without such interests? Whether they look for­
ward to the immediate gratifications of private life or to a wider 
and deeper role in society?
As one enumerates the possibilities, the familiar cry, “But 
this is democracy,” interpreted as treating all alike no matter how 
different they may be, assaults the ear. Is it in fact a privilege to 
be given full adult responsibilities at eighteen or at twenty, to be 
forced to choose someone as a lifetime mate before one has found 
out who one is, oneself— to be forced somehow to combine 
learning with earning? Not only the question of who is adult, and 
when, but of the extent to which a society forces adulthood on its 
young people, arises here.
Civilization, as we know it, was preceded by a prolongation of 
the learning period—first biologically, by slowing down the process 
of physical maturation and by giving to children many long, long 
years for many long, long thoughts; then socially, by developing 
special institutions in which young people, still protected and 
supported, were free to explore the past and dream of the future. 
May it not be a new barbarism to force them to marry so soon?
“Force is the right word. The mothers who worry about boys 
and girls who don’t begin dating in high school start the process. 
By the time young people reach college, pressuring parents are 
joined by college administrators, by advisers and counselors and
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deans, by student-made rules about exclusive possession of a girl 
twice dated by the same boy, by the preference of employers for 
a boy who has demonstrated a tenacious intention of becoming a 
settled married man. Students who wish to marry may feel they 
are making magnificent, revolutionary bids for adulthood and 
responsibility; yet, if one listens to their pleas, one hears only the 
recited roster of the “others”—schoolmates, classmates, and 
friends—who are “already married.”
The picture of embattled academic institutions valiantly but 
vainly attempting to stem a flood of undergraduate marriages is 
ceasing to be true. College presidents have joined the match­
makers. Those who head our one-sex colleges worry about 
transportation or experiment gingerly with ways in which girls or 
boys can be integrated into academic life so that they’ll stay on 
the campus on weekends. Recently the president of one of our 
good, small, liberal arts colleges explained to me, apologetically, 
“We still have to have rules because, you see, we don’t have enough 
married-student housing.” The implication was obvious: the ideal 
would be a completely married undergraduate body hopefully at 
a time not far distant.
With this trend in mind, we should examine some of the 
premises involved. The lower-class mother hopes her daughter 
will marry before she is pregnant. The parents of a boy who is 
a shade gentler or more interested in art than his peers hope 
their son will marry as soon as possible and be “normal.” Those 
who taught GI’s after the last two wars and enjoyed their maturity 
join the chorus to insist that marriage is steadying: married stu­
dents study harder and get better grades. The worried leaders of 
one-sex colleges note how their undergraduates seem younger, 
“less mature,” or “more underdeveloped” than those at the big 
coeducational universities. They worry also about the tendency 
of girls to leave at the end of their sophomore year for “wider 
experience”—a simple euphemism for “men to marry.”
And parents who are asked to contribute what they would 
have contributed anyway so that the young people may marry 
fear—sometimes consciously and sometimes unconsciously— that 
the present uneasy peacetime will not last, that depression or war 
will overtake their children as it overtook them. They push their 
children at ever younger ages, in Little Leagues and eighth-grade 
proms, to act out—quickly, before it is too late—the adult dreams 
that may be interrupted. Thus they too consent, connive, and 
plan toward the earliest possible marriages for both daughters and 
sons.
U ndergraduate marriages have not been part of American life 
long enough for us to be certain what the effect will be. But two 
ominous trends can be noted.
One is the “successful” student marriage, often based on a high- 
school choice which both sets of parents have applauded because 
it assured an appropriate mate with the right background, and be­
cause it made the young people settle down. If not a high-school 
choice then the high-school pattern is repeated: finding a girl who 
will go steady, dating her exclusively, and letting the girl propel 
the boy toward a career choice which will make early marriage 
possible.
These young people have no chance to find themselves in col­
lege because they have clung to each other so exclusively. They 
can take little advantage of college as a broadening experience, 
and they often show less breadth of vision as seniors than they 
did as freshmen. They marry, either as undergraduates or immedi­
ately upon graduation, have children in quick succession, and 
retire to the suburbs to have more children—bulwarking a choice 
made before either was differentiated as a human being. Help 
from both sets of parents, begun in the undergraduate marriage 
or after commencement day, perpetuates their immaturity. At 
thirty they are still immature and dependent, their future mort­
gaged for twenty or thirty years ahead, neither husband nor wife 
realizing the promise that a different kind of undergraduate life 
might have enabled each to fulfill.
Such marriages are not failures, in the ordinary sense. They 
are simply wasteful of young, intelligent people who might have 
developed into differentiated and conscious human beings. But 
with four or five children, the husband firmly tied to a job which 
he would not dare to leave, any move toward further individual 
development in either husband or wife is a threat to the whole 
family. It is safer to read what both agree with (or even not to 
read at all and simply look at TV together), attend the same clubs, 
listen to the same jokes—never for a minute relaxing their pos­
session of each other, just as when they were teen-agers.
Such a marriage is a premature imprisonment of young people, 
before they have had a chance to explore their own minds and 
the minds of others, in a kind of desperate, devoted symbiosis. 
Both had college educations, but the college served only as a place 
in which to get a degree and find a mate from the right family 
background, a background which subsequently swallows them up.
The second kind of undergraduate marriage is more tragic. 
Here, the marriage is based on the boy’s promise and the expenda- 
bility of the girl. She, at once or at least as soon as she gets her 
bachelor’s degree, will go to work at some secondary job to sup­
port her husband while he finishes his degree. She supports him 
faithfully and becomes identified in his mind with the family that 
has previously supported him, thus underlining his immature status. 
As soon as he becomes independent, he leaves her. That this pat­
tern occurs between young people who seem ideally suited to 
each other suggests that it was the period of economic dependency 
that damaged the marriage relationship, rather than any intrinsic 
incompatibility in the original choice.
Both types of marriage, the “successful” and the “unsuccess­
ful,” emphasize the key issue: the tie between economic responsi­
bility and marriage in our culture. A man who does not support 
himself is not yet a man, and a man who is supported by his wife 
or lets his parents support his wife is also only too likely to feel 
he is not a man. The GI students’ success actually supports this 
position: they had earned their GI stipend, as men, in their 
country’s service. With a basic economic independence they could 
study, accept extra help from their families, do extra work, and 
still be good students and happy husbands and fathers.
here are, t h e n , two basic conclusions. One is that under any 
circumstances a full student life is incompatible with early com­
mitment and domesticity. The other is that it is incompatible 
only under conditions of immaturity. Where the choice has been 
made maturely, and where each member of the pair is doing 
academic work which deserves full support, complete economic 
independence should be provided. For other types of student 
marriage, economic help should be refused.
This kind of discrimination would remove the usual dangers of 
parent-supported, wife-supported, and too-much-work-supported 
student marriages. Married students, male and female, making 
full use of their opportunities as undergraduates, would have the 
right to accept from society this extra time to become more in­
tellectually competent people. Neither partner would be so tied 
to a part-time job that relationships with other students would be 
impaired. By the demands of high scholarship, both would be 
assured of continued growth that comes from association with 
other high-caliber students as well as with each other.
But even this solution should be approached with caution. 
Recent psychological studies, especially those of Piaget, have shown 
how essential and precious is the intellectual development of the 
early post-pubertal years. It may be that any domesticity takes the 
edge off the eager, flaming curiosity on which we must depend 
for the great steps that Man must take, and take quickly, if he and 
all living things are to continue on this earth.
* Copyright 1960 by Editorial Projects for Education, Inc. All 
rights reserved.
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Gov. Reed '42 Presents 
State Trophy To Classmate 
Nat. Crowley
Athletics
Indoor Trackmen 3-1 for Season
5 New Track Records Set
Terry Horne of Belfast, who broke records 
left and right, was the top point-getter for 
the varsity indoor track team in the recently-
completed season.
A junior, Horne finished second only once 
during the campaign while winning nine 
first-place ribbons. As a result, he scored 
48 points for the Black Bears who won three 
of their four meets.
Horne participated in the weight events, 
competing in the shot put, hammer throw 
and discus throw. He excelled in the discus, 
breaking the all-time University record 
twice.
In the opening meet of the season against 
New Hampshire Horne tossed the discus 
149 7 1/2" for a new Maine fieldhouse 
mark. Later, against Bowdoin, he upped the 
distance to 155'5 1/2" for a new university 
record as well as another new fieldhouse 
mark.
Against Bates at Lewiston, he fired the 
silver plate 156' which was another new 
university mark, as well as the best effort in 
the history of the Bates cage. In addition, 
it turned out to be the best performance 
ever for a state of Maine college trackman.
Trailing Horne in the scoring column was 
Roger Hale, a senior from Caribou who 
picked up 29 points. Competing mostly in 
the broad jump, Hale won five first place 
ribbons outright and tied for another.
Also scoring well was sophomore Mike 
Kimball who tallied 25 points in competing 
in the distance races. He had three first- 
place ribbons, three seconds and one third.
Other leading scorers were distance run­
ner Bill Daly of North Leeds with 22 points, 
middle distance ace Will Spencer of Berwick 
with 21, hurdler Capt. Cliff Ives of Gardiner 
with 21, and Guy Whitten of Rockwood, 
who participated in the hurdle events, high 
jump and broad jump, with 20.
Spencer also posted a pair of new records. 
He was clocked in 2:19.7 in the 1000-yard 
run against Northeastern which was a new 
record for the Northeastern cage. Earlier 
in the season he was timed in 1:12.3 against 
Bowdoin in the 600-yard run for a new uni­
versity fieldhouse record.
Other members of the team who won 
points were: Alan Nichols, Staten Island, 
N. Y., 15; Roland Dubois, Saco, 13; Bob 
Donovan, Auburn, 12; Dave Rolfe, Portland, 
11; Gardner Hunt, Orono, 10; Frank Morse, 
Saco, 9; Keith Stewart, Hinckley, 7; Dave 
Cloutier, Gardiner, 6; Maurice Dore, Skow- 
hegan, 6; Winston Crandall, Ashland, 4,
Dale Delano, Bangor, 3; Bruce Probert, 
Stillwater, 3, Bill Stiles, Portland, 2; Art 
Conro, Attleboro, Mass., 2, Ed Morrison, 
Santa Barbara, Calif., 1; Larry Safford, 
Waterville, 1; Bob Dean, Camden, 1.
in winning three out of four meets, the 
Bears defeated New Hampshire, 82-39, 
Bowdoin, 93-29, and Northeastern, 86-27. 
The defeat was at the hands of Bates, 72-50.
Maine Cuemen Score
From the Memorial Union comes word 
that the University billiard and pocket bil­
liard players have done well in national 
competition. Representing the Union in the 
national by-mail billiard contest, Walter 
White and Joe Floyd scored well to take 
ninth place in the country. (For this the 
Union received a special note of congratula­
tions from the Bowdoin Union.) In pocket 
billiards, Howard Annis and Art Mosher 
earned a respectable twentieth place.
Rifle Team 2nd In N.E.
Maine’s strong rifle team has gained a 
high ranking as a result of participating in 
the New England sectional match of the 
National Rifle Association shootoffs.
The Black Bears finished 2nd among the 
14 New England colleges entered in the 
match according to Master Sgt. David M. 
Bell, coach of the Maine team.
Northeastern copped the match with a 
score of 1150 while Maine posted a score 
of 1137. High man for Maine was John 
Almond of Rochester, N. H., with 289.
you w o n't  Believe  THIS, But QUASIMOPOS'?
CONDITION BEGAN WHEN HE WAS WITH THE U. OF M. 
SKIIN6 TEAM (HE WASN'T ALWAYS A 
HUNCHBACK, YOU KNOW!,)
TEP CURT IS, Faculty Manager
of Athletics at the University of Maine, 
has been ski coach since 1930. His 
ski teams have won at least 22 
out of 27 State Series championships 
Ted is a native of Freeport and was 
graduated from the University of Maine 
in 1932.
• • «
THE CURTIS TROPHY honors Ted's
25 years as winter sports coach. The 
trophy goes to the Maine intercollegiate 
winter sports champion. It has been 
awarded annually since 1953 and went 
that year to the University of Maine.
This tribute to Ted Curtis appeared in the Portland Sunday Telegram recently
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ROTC, Voluntary Or Compulsory;
IN THE LAND GRANT COLLEGES today, the question of whether or not ROTC should be compulsory for freshman and sopho­more men students, has become a subject 
of hot debate. At the University of Maine 
compulsory ROTC is required for the first 
two yeais for men students by state law. 
Without a change in the statutes, there is 
nothing which can be done here and now to 
change the present system of compulsory 
ROTC.
There have been, however, several land 
grant colleges which have been considering 
recently, the possibility of changing ROTC 
training to a voluntary program, and it has 
already been done at one or two colleges.
Should ROTC training be voluntary 01 
compulsory at Maine? This question has 
been raised here and is being considered to­
day. To us, the question brings forth an­
other question: “Who should decide?”
There seems to be a tendency on the part 
of some educators to give first importance 
to the students’ wishes on the matter, but 
it seems to us that the student should be 
consulted last, rather than first. If one is 
to allow the student a choice on required 
material, will he not tend to avoid the un­
pleasant but necessary? And further, how 
qualified to judge what is best, are most 
teen-agers? (As entering freshmen, most 
students are teen-agers.)
A little while ago we received a letter 
from an alumnus who was opposed to com­
pulsory ROTC. His arguments were well 
put and convincing, and his two main points 
were that ROTC takes time away from the 
more academic subjects, and that the two 
years of ROTC training will be repeated on 
a more intensified scale when the student 
enters the service.
In order to clear the air a little we are 
printing below a statement from Colonel 
Lester K. Olson., Professor of Military Sci­
ence and Tactics. Following this, we present 
a letter he received the other day from a 
noted Maine alumnus. We do not suppose 
that this page will offer any final solution, 
but we hope it will bring the problem into 
focus and perhaps move more alumni into 
making themselves heard on the subject.
Som e Benefits o f the 
ROTC P ro g ram
Aside from the obvious national security 
aspects I believe the Reserve Officers Train­
ing Corps program benefits the individual 
cadet, the University and the state of Maine.
The basic ROTC cadet is taught coordi­
nation and teamwork and he learns self- 
control; he receives a mild taste of discipline 
and a good deal of instruction in the mili­
tary heritage of this country and our strug­
gles to earn and to keep the freedoms we 
enjoy.
Those cadets selected and enrolled in 
Advanced ROTC receive training in the 
fundamentals of leadership and the art of
command. Leadership and command in­
volve the direction of the efforts of others— 
something most male college graduates must 
expect to master if they hope to progress in 
their chosen fields of endeavor. Learning 
leadership, like most things, requires much 
study and a great deal of practice. The Ad­
vanced ROTC cadet at a college where basic 
ROTC is a required rather than an elective 
subject has an advantage—there are enough 
basic cadets to provide most senior ROTC 
cadet officers with a unit at least the size 
of a platoon to lead. This practice in lead­
ing a group of young men is invaluable 
whether the cadet officer aspires to a career 
in the Armed Forces or a career as an edu­
cator or businessman.
I believe the University benefits from the 
discipline required of cadets in ROTC. This 
is, perhaps, most important during the stu­
dent’s first year away from the discipline of 
the home. The cadets are under close super­
vision at drill for one 50 minute period each 
week. This training contributes to orderly 
conduct on campus in general.
The state of Maine benefits from all of 
the above, and, in addition, receives one of 
the most important benefits of all: Ninety 
percent of the Advanced ROTC graduates 
who are commissioned and serve two years 
on active duty with the United States Army 
return to their chosen civilian careers. They 
bring with them, besides the knowledge 
gained in ROTC, the experience acquired 
in serving two years in a position of respon­
sibility with the United States Army.
Ex-President Takes Stand
April 4, 1960
Colonel Lester K. Olson 
University of Maine 
Orono, Maine 
Dear Colonel Olson:
In the Jan. issue of the “Maine Alum ­
nus” I read the suggestion on page 15, 
that information from former students of 
the University re benefits from ROTC  
training would be welcome. Perhaps the 
following will be o f interest.
1 entered the Maine State College (now 
the University) in the fall of 1891. 1 was 
a slim stooped shouldered youth of seven­
teen. In those days an hour a day was re­
quired for '‘military drill,” of all male 
students. I was put in the ‘‘awkward 
squad” and during the drill hour was re- 
quired to climb two flights of stairs with 
a sand bag on my head and my hands on
my hips. In spite of the discomfort and 
cussing this brought forth, when l found 
myself beginning to straighten up and get­
ting a lung expansion which made it a 
pleasure to breathe, l  found myself taking 
an interest in the Military Department. I 
will not worry you with the details, but in 
my third year I was senior first sergeant 
of the three company battalion known as 
the Coburn Corps of Cadets, and in my 
senior year was appointed Cadet Major, 
which at that time was the rank next to 
the commanding officer. This during my 
four years at the college was Lieut, (after­
wards General) Mark L. Hersey.
Altho I was still rather slim when the 
four years had rolled around, 1 was as 
straight as an arrow, and when first exam­
ined for life insurance was told by the 
examiner that I had the largest chest ex­
pansion of any one of my age he had ever 
examined.
%1 credit the training l received in the 
military dept, for much of the good health 
I have been blessed with all my life, and I 
had my eighty sixth birthday last week! 
1 also give credit to the same source to 
the beginning of my development of com­
mand over men, which I have used, l  hope, 
to good advantage. In completing my edu­
cation elsewhere the discipline I received 
at Maine was of great value.
It may be of interest that at the outbreak 
of the Spanish war 1 was Capt. in the 
Maine Militia. I recruited, drilled and sent 
three companies to concentration camps. 
Soon after that time 1 left the state and 
that was the end of my military career!
It may also be of interest to know that 
1 developed the College of Technology at 
the University, and was its first Dean for 
fifteen yeas, at which time 1 became Presi­
dent which position I held for nine years. 
I now rank as President Emeritus.
My duites as Dean covered the years of 
the first world war. I was a member of the 
Faculty Military Committee during most 
of the fifteen years, and remember when 
the Trustees accepted the National Defense 
Act, at which time the ROTC was estab­
lished. It has continued to this date with 
honor and prestige. 1 am proud that I had 
at least some influence in its beginning, and 
that I am an honorary member of Scab­
bard and Blade.
1 hope 1 have not wearied you too much 
with these ramblings but you know age is 
apt to be reminiscent!
Cordially submitted,
Harold S. Boardman
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Local Associations
Auburn-Lewiston A lum nae
On March 16, the Auburn-Lewiston 
Alumnae met at the home of Mrs. Linwood 
J. Kelley ’21 in Lewiston.
Speaker at the meeting was Miss Tania 
Filatoff, a senior at Bates College. She told 
of atrocities that took place in a German 
concentration camp where she was impris­
oned for a time. Born in 1939 in Yugo­
slavia, she speaks six languages and was 
educated in Switzerland and Austria before 
coming to the United States.
Hostesses at the meeting were Phyllis 
Johnson, Mary Maguire and Margaret Cook.
D enver A lum ni
On March 20, Basketball Coach Brian 
McCall paid a visit to some loyal Maine 
fans in Colorado when he was returning 
from the NCAA conference in San Francis­
co. They met in the Little Banquet Restau­
rant in Denver.
Host for the meeting and local chairman 
was Donald E. Crossland ’45 from Littleton.
P o rtlan d  A lum nae
The Portland Club of the University of 
Maine Women held its monthly meeting 
April 7 at 8:00 p.m., in the University of 
Maine Cafeteria in Portland.
Frances Hapgood, Women’s Page Editor 
of the Portland Press Herald, was the guest 
speaker.
A brief business meeting discussion was 
held on the forthcoming Annual Scholarship 
Dance to be at the Lafayette Hotel on April 
30.
B altim ore A lum ni
Bill and Connie (Carter ’45) Lamprell ’45 
were co-hosts with William H. Doane ’33 
and Mrs. Doane for a Spring meeting at 
the Park Plaza in Baltimore on April 7.
T. Russell Woolley ’41 spoke about the 
University’s Admissions Problems Related to 
Maine Alumni.
P o rtlan d  A lum ni
Coach Brian McCall spoke to a smoker 
meeting of Portland Men March 29 attended 
by a large number of alumni and some 
sports guests at the University of Maine in 
Portland Cafeteria.
Dean William L. Irvine ’42 of the Uni­
versity of Maine in Portland, Albert H. 
Smaha ’45 and T. Russell Woolley ’41 made 
brief remarks on this occasion. Peter J. 
Wedge ’48, President of the Portland Alum­
ni, was master of ceremonies.
Black B ears of R hode Island
A meeting of the Rhode Island Club was 
held April 8 at the home of Howard C. 
Barber ’45 in Rumford, Rhode Island. A 
business meeting preceded the dinner.
Guests in attendance were Donald V 
Taverner ’43, Director of Development, 
Aram G. Garabedian ’57 of Pawtucket and 
T. Russell Woolley ’41 from Orono.
W estern  M assachusetts A lum ni
On March 8 the Western Massachusetts 
Alumni met at the Smith Hotel in Holyoke 
for a dinner meeting.
Speaker for the occasion was Dr. Lloyd 
H. Elliott, President. He spoke on Problems 
and Plans of the University.
F inger Lakes, N. Y., A lum ni
The Finger Lakes Alumni met in Bing­
hamton, N. Y., on April 8 for a spring 
dinner. Irving K. Smith ’34, president of the 
area association, conducted the business 
meeting and presided at the program session.
T. Russell Woolley ’41, Executive Di­
rector, spoke on the Current Growth of the 
University and brought colored slides of 
campus scenes for members to view.
W estern P ennsylvania A lum ni
Pittsburgh area alumni met at the Pitts­
burgh Hilton Hotel on April 11 for a Spring 
Scholarship Dinner and talk by T. Russell 
Woolley ’41.
An annual payment was given to the 
Executive Director for the Western Pennsyl­
vania Alumni Association Scholarship. The 
program consisted of colored scenes from 
the campus and a talk by the Executive Di­
rector about Student Quality and Spaces for 
Campus Residents.
President Robert C. Lycette ’43 conducted 
the business meeting and introduced the 
speaker.
New A lum ni Officers
B altim ore  A lum ni
President, Richard F. Barter ’58 
(Baltimore elects only one officer.)
C om ing M eetings
P o rtlan d  A lum nae
April 30
Annual Scholarship Dance 
Lafayette Hotel
K nox C ounty  A lum ni
May 11
Annual dinner-meeting
Knights of Columbus Hall, Rockland
So. K ennebec  A lum ni
May meeting 
Watch for notices
M aine C lub  o f  R ho d e  Is lan d
May 13
University Club, Providence 
Speaker: President Lloyd H. Elliott
R ochester, N. Y., A lum ni
May 14
Spring Social
Home of Fred Libby ’49
2691 Penfield Road, Fairport
F in g e r L akes A lum ni
June 26 
Alumni Picnic 
Treman State Park, 
near Ithaca
R egularly  S cheduled  M eetings
Weekly—
P o rtla n d  A lum ni
Graymore Hotel 
Friday Noon
B oston  A lum ni
Thompson’s Spa 
City Hall Avenue 
Friday Noon
W ash in g to n , D. C., A lum ni
Thursday, 12:30 P.M.
Lotus Club
14th St. at New York Ave.
Monthly—
W estern  P en nsy lv an ia  A lum ni
First Monday of each month 
Oliver Restaurant 
Smithfield St., Pittsburgh 
Noon
E aste rn  P ennsy lvan ia  A lum ni
Last Thursday of each month 
Electrical Club Dining Room 
6th Floor, Architect’s Building 
17th and Samson Streets 
Philadelphia, Pa.
S o u th e rn  K ennebec  A lum ni
First Friday of each month 
Worcester House 
Hallowell 
Noon
A uburn-L ew iston  A lum ni
Third Thursday of each month 
Stephen’s House 
Court Street, Auburn 
Dinner— 6 p.m.
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S a n d y Ive s  .  .  .
Pine Tree Balladeer
N o m ere  m in strel  is Edward D. Ives, presently Instructor in English, tal­ented balladeer, and folklore authori­ty of Maine and the Maritime Provinces. 
Although he is known best to the lay public 
as a singer of folksongs through his tele­
vision and radio appearances, his recordings 
and performances before clubs and civic 
groups, he is a serious student of folklore 
who has contributed much to this field of 
study in the Northeastern part of the United 
States.
“Sandy” Ives, as he is called by his friends 
and fans, is a native of White Plains, New 
York. He began college as a V-12 student 
at Colgate University during World War 
II and received his B.A. in English from 
Hamilton College at Clinton, N. Y., in 1948. 
In 1950, he received his M.A. from Colum­
bia University, and is currently making plans 
to take a leave of absence to complete work 
on his doctorate at Indiana University, 
where he has been offered a fellowship.
His interest in his present specialty started 
at an early age when he began learning old 
ballads during his prep school days, and 
he continued studies of folksongs and folk­
lore through college and graduate school. 
A summer vacation visit while he was at 
Columbia brought him to Maine, and the 
discovery of the abundant and unchronicled 
material led to his return on a permanent 
basis. Sandy now admits freely to having 
been smitten with the virus of “living in 
Maine” and is happy to join the swelling 
number of expatriates who wouldn’t live 
anywhere else for love or money.
As explained by Sandy, folklore means to 
aficionados, both tales and songs that people 
told and sang, and involves literature, his­
tory and anthropology. When asked why he 
spent so much of his time and energy in 
this study, he replied that he supposed he 
did it for the same reason people climb 
mountains. To us, this indicates that Sandy 
is much too modest about his endeavors. 
Certainly, his research, travels, and writings 
have resulted in the collection and record­
ing of irrecoverable material essential to 
the understanding of the history and culture 
of Maine and the Maritime Provinces. It 
is no accident that he has achieved national 
prominence in his chosen field, and his 
writings have been published in such organs 
as The Journal of American Folklore, West­
ern Folklore, and the New England Quar­
terly.
In 1958, with Assistant Professor Bacil 
Kirtley of the University English Depart­
ment, he originated the Northeast Folklore 
Society and began publishing the quarterly 
journal, Northeast Folklore. Present mem­
bership of the Northeast Folklore Society 
numbers between two and three hundred, 
seventy percent of whom are residents of 
Maine. (Anyone interested in the society or 
its journal, should write to either Professor 
Bacil Kirtley or Edward D. Ives, English 
Department, University of Maine.)
At Old Sturbridge Village in Massa­
chusetts on May 7th and 8th there will be
a New England Folklore Weekend where 
Sandy will present a series of ballads from 
the folksongs of Maine and the Maritimes. 
Also of interest to Maine people at the 
festival will be a reading of Maine stories 
by Marshall Dodge, III, and Bob Bryan, 
creators of Burt and I.
One of the most enjoyable moments we 
had in preparing material for this article 
was listening to an L.P. record album, 
Folksongs of Maine as sung by Sandy and 
published by Folkway Records. The album 
of over a dozen songs is made up of ballads 
from the old days in Maine and the Mari­
time Provinces.
On the jacket of the reference notes book­
let accompanying the album, Sandy had this 
to say about the folksongs he sings: “Any­
one who collects songs in Maine and the 
Maritimes is struck by the homogeneity of 
the material. With the exception of the 
many local songs, a song that is known in 
Maine will also be known in New Bruns­
wick and Prince Edward Island and, what 
is more, often to the same tune. Horace 
Beck pointed this out in an article in Mid­
west Folklore, and he also pointed out that 
the general drift of these songs is from the 
Maritimes to Maine. This he explains, quite 
correctly, by the fact that people from the 
Maritimes tended to settle in Maine more 
than people from Maine tended to settle in 
the Maritimes. New Brunswickers and 
“P. I’s” came to Maine to work in the woods 
and in the mills; further there was a con­
stant exchange among fishermen, as Maine 
vessels often put into Maritime ports.”
The music house which puts out Sandy’s 
album said about Sandy in their biography: 
“Mr. Ives’ activities in folklore have been 
largely concerned with the Northeast. He
has spent considerable time traveling around 
Maine, New Brunswick, and Prince Ed­
ward Island, collecting songs and tales and 
doing research on Larry Gorman, one of 
the greatest of the lumbering woods poets 
and songwriters. He has been given four 
grants by the Coe Research Fund at the 
University of Maine to continue his work 
on Gorman, and is presently completing 
a biography of Gorman’s Life. . . .  For his 
many contributions to the study of folklore, 
he was appointed as a Councillor of the 
American Folklore Society in 1957.”
In addition to his regular courses at the 
University, Sandy is currently teaching an 
extension course at Auburn, Maine. Stu­
dents in this course do more than listen to 
lectures, tales and songs; they go out into 
the field on their own to collect folk tales 
and songs and bring them back into class 
for study. From this work, they write papers 
on the subject and make collections which 
are valuable additions to the recording of 
Maine folklore.
Most of Sandy’s efforts these days are 
directed toward unearthing more informa­
tion about Larry Gorman, one of the 
“greatest woods poets and songwriters of 
Maine and the Maritimes.” In his report 
on this subject to Western Folklore, his in­
troduction gave a brief biography as fol­
lows:
“Lawrence Gorman, ‘The Man Who 
Makes the Songs,’ was born in Trout River, 
Lot Thirteen, on the west end of Prince 
Edward Island in 1846. As a young man 
he worked on his father’s farm, in the 
many shipyards along the Biddeford and 
Trout Rivers, as a fisherman, and as a 
hand in the lobster factories along the 
shore from Cape Wolfe to Miminigash. 
Up to about 1885 (age forty), he spent 
many of his winters in the lumberwoods 
and his springs on the river drives, mostly 
along the Miramichi River in New Bruns­
wick. Then he would usually return to 
“The Island” in the summer. About 1885 
he moved permanently to Ellsworth, Maine, 
bought a house there, was twice married, 
and worked in the woods and on the drives 
along the Union River. In the early 1900’s 
he moved to South Brewer, Maine, just 
across the Penobscot from the great lumber 
port of Bangor. Here he worked mostly 
as a yard hand for the Eastern Corpora­
tion, a paper mill. He died in Brewer in 
1917 and now lies buried in Mount Pleas­
ant Cemetery in Bangor.”
If any of our readers should have infor­
mation about Gorman, Sandy would like 
to know it. A card or letter to him on this 
would be greatly appreciated.
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Notes from the Classes
NECROLOGY
FACULTY DEATH
JACOB BERNARD SEGALL. Dr. J. B Segall died during the summer of 1959; he had been re­siding at the Center Manor Convalescent Home in New Rochelle, N Y. From 1903 to 1928, Dr Segall was a member of the University Faculty in the language department. Then he was on the faculty of St. John’s College of Annapolis, Md., for many years until his retirement He graduated from Yassy Lycee in Rumania in 1884, studied at several European Universities, and received his doctorate from Columbia University in 1893.
1906
JOANNA COLCORD BRUNO. Mrs. Frank J. Bruno, 77, died in Lebanon, Ind., on April 8, 1960. She was the widow of Dr. Frank J Bruno, former head of the Sociology Department of Washington University in St. Louis. She was born on a ship off the coast of New Caledonia, and throughout her youth she sailed all over the world with her ship- captain father, mother and brother, who was also born at sea. This brother was the late Lincoln Colcord ’05, well-known author of the Stein Song. She took her final high school examinations on board ship in Hong Kong harbor, then returned to Searsport High School for post-graduate work in order to enter the University. She was a mem­ber of the Class of 1906 and received her B.S. degree cum laude in chemistry Following gradua­tion, she worked at the Maine State Experiment Station at the starting salary of $500 a year. In 1909 she received a master’s degree from the Uni­versity of Maine; in 1932 an honorary degree was conferred upon her.She attended the New York School of Social Work in 1910-11, thus beginning a career in social work which brought her world-wide fame She served the New York Charity Organization Society in various positions for 14 years She served as field representative of the American Red Cross in the Virgin Islands. From 1925 to 1929 Miss Col­cord was general secretary of the Minneapolis Family Welfare Association and lecturer at the University of Minnesota. From 1929 to 1945 she directed the charity division of the Russell Sage Foundation, world famous social research center. Among books she wrote or co-edited in her pro­fessional field were: “The Long View,” 1930, “Emergency Work Relief,” 1932, and “Cash Re­lief,” 1936; in a lighter vien were “Songs of Ameri­can Sailor Men,” 1938, and “Sea Language Comes Ashore,” 1945. At the time of her death she was working on another book to be called “XNXX Care U. S. Consul, Letters of a Seafaring Family.” A member of Phi Kappa Phi, she was also elected an honorary member of Phi Beta Kappa in 1932. Miss Colcord was a member of Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority.
1910HAROLD COLE. The Alumni Office has been informed of the death of Harold Cole of Paris, Maine, which occurred on February 23, 1960.
1911
HAROLD SIMEON BURRILL Harold S Bur- rill, 62, died in Bangor on September 14, 1946. Born in Dedham, he graduated from Bangor High School, where he was prominent in athletics. He worked in the state treasurer’s office in Augusta, then for a time was bookkeeper for the Eastern Grain Company. For 34 years he was in the em­ploy of the Mt. Hope Cemetery corporation, for 17 years as superintendent A resident of Brewer for 40 years, he was active in the civic and political activities of that city. He was for 13 years a mem­ber of the school board, chairman of the OPA price panel during W.W. II, and mayor of Brewer in 1929-30. Survivors include his widow, two sons and two daughters—one is Josephine (Burrill ’34) Kiah of Brewer.
ARTHUR CLARKE HOUGHTON. Arthur C. Houghton died on July 27, 1959, in West Somer­ville, Mass. He was employed for many years by the Employees Liability Assurance Corporation Ltd., of London, England, in New York City. His wife survives Mr. Houghton was a member of Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity.WALTER CLYDE JUDKINS. The Alumni Of­fice has received notification of the death of Wal­ter C. Judkins of Waterville, which occurred on
August 24, 1958, at a Boston Hospital His widow 
survivesHARRY ALVAH SACKNOFF News has been received at the Alumni Office of the death of Harry A. Sacknoff on July 7, 1950, in Brookline, Mass.FORREST ELLSWORTH WELCH The death of Forrest E. Welch has been reported to the Alumni Office as having occurred on May 10, 1958, in Simsbury, Conn.BOARDMAN STEVENS WILLIAMS. The Alumni Office has received a report of the death of Boardman S Williams, which occurred on April 5, 1956 in Houlton. Mr. Williams was a member of Phi Gamma Delta.
1915HAROLD LIBBY JONES Harold L. Jones died on November 5, 1959, in a Boston hospital A native of Corinna, he was a civil engineer and worked for the Philipps Wire Company of Lewis­ton, the Keyes Fibre Company of Waterville and the Bonney Floyd Company in Columbus, Ohio. At the time of his death he was employed by the State Highway Department in Augusta. He is survived by his widow, two sons, two grandchildren and a sister—Gertrude (Jones ’06) Nutter of Corinna. Mr. Jones was a member of Phi Eta Kappa Fraternity
1916HOYT DAVIS FOSTER. Hoyt D. Foster, 76, died at his home in Deer Isle on March 8, 1960. He was a native of Deer Isle. In 1916 he received a Bachelor of Pedagogy degree and a master’s de­gree in 1924 For several years he was principal of Bar Harbor High School and he taught at Hebron Academy for many years He is survived by a brother.
1917RUTH RICKER JENKINS Mrs. Rodney S. Jenkins died in Plainfield, N. J., on August 22, 1959. She received her degree from the University in Home Economics and formerly was employed by the Condenser Corporation of America. She was the mother of five children, and her mother is listed as surviving.
1925LELAND VICTOR COFFIN. Leland V. Coffin died on October 2, 1956, at Patchogue, N. Y A native of West Paris, Maine, he was engaged in con­struction business in New York State Survivors include a wife and one child.WILLIAM JOHN DAVIS The Alumni Office has been informed of the death of William J. Davis, which occurred on May 2, 1952. He is survived by his widow and four sons.ALLEN ALOYOUIS DOWLING. Word has been received by the Alumni Office of the death of Allen A. Dowling on September 5, 1945, in Augusta. A wife and son surviveLOUIS ANTHONY NADEAU. The death of Louis A. Nadeau, which occurred on April 27, 1940, in Waterville, has just been reported to the Alumni OfficeGERALD CUSHMAN WARDWELL Gerald C. Wardwell, 48, died in Augusta, Maine on November 5, 1950 At the time of his death, he was employed as a bus driver. Mr. Wardwell was a member of Delta Tau Delta Fraternity.
1931MARY EMILY HALL Mary E. Hall, 71, died on July 19, 1955, at Spruce Head, Maine A native of Rockland, she was a Red Cross nurse overseas during W.W 1 For 22 years she taught at Punaho Academy in Honolulu, Hawaii, and there became a personal friend of former President Arthur A Hauck of the University of Maine. She was a world traveler Survivors include two sisters and a brother—Prof Emeritus Howe W. Hall ’14 The late William D Hall ’07, was her brother
SENIOR ALUMNI
Annual Reunion, June 3-5, 1960
1 8 9 9  Wllliam W Haney lives at 205 South 1 8 9 9  Gormez Ave , Tampa The Haneys never miss a meeting of the St. Petersburg Alumni Association, come early to enjoy meeting the others as they arrive. Haney likes to greet Wil­liam G. McCrillis (Class of 1897) and the Haneys and McCrillis’ most always end up at the table
in adjoining seats so as to keep up the conver­sation during the meal.
1902 Prof. Wi llam Barrows and Mrs. 1 9 0 2  Barrows never miss a St. Petersburg Alumni Association luncheon, and the February 13th was no exception. It was quite a change for Mrs Barrows’s daughter who left Chicago’s Mid- wav Airport (which had been closed by the se­vere snowstorm) Friday night soon after it had been opened to fly to St Petersburg and attend the luncheon in 75 degree sunshine, after a very rough flight due to the wind from three storm cen­tered in the Gulf of Mexico. Mrs. Barrows, by the way, is a Colby graduate.We have heard recently from Arthur E. Silver of New Jersey who was visiting at the home of his daughter in Mountain View, Calif. Mrs. Sil­ver and he were enjoying the visiting of many places of interest, the three grandchildren were delighted at the opportunity to entertain and Mr. Silver also reports doing some striped bass fish­ing, but will give us the results at a later date! The Silvers will be in Orono to greet their many alumni friends at the Comencement-Reunion Weekend.
1903 Harvey Whitney 698 Minot Ave., AuburnWe recently read in the Portland Sunday Tele­gram of Dec. 20, 1959, that Mr. and Mrs. George L. Freeman of West Gray have a complete collec­tion of the Christmas seals that have helped to 
fight tuberculosis since 1907. The only issue that 
is missing is a rare 1913 issue. Mrs. Freeman was in charge of the distribution of seals at the school 
where she was a former teacher and she always 
put away a block in her report book. The article 
had a double purpose to help boost the sale of seals in 1959 and possibly locate the missing 1913 
issue for the Freemans. Sounds like a most in­teresting collection.
Si G. Small, who owns his home at 1330 22nd Avenue North, St. Petersburg, usually finds time between his golf games to attend the Maine Alum­ni luncheon-meetings. “Si” is quite a kidder and enjoys “getting something on you.”
Mr. Earle R. Richards 
11 Parent St., South Berwick
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund 
Associate Partner — 1
A letter from “Jim” Wallace who has lived in Petersburg, Va , for the past twelve years reports as of mid March that he never has seen so much snow as has accumulated this year. Heavy falls of the white stuff occurred in four successive weeks so that a press report from Richmond Va., noted a depth of nineteen inches on the ground Even though “Jim” has not been in Orono for more than fifteen years, he does not expect to make a trip to Maine this year.The Alumni office has reported a change of ad­dress for Frank C Stewart from 1315 S. E. 28th Street to 2705 S W Maple Lane, Portland 25, Oregon.
As the practice of winter feeding for the birds becomes more and more common we note from the press that Carl Hunnewell of Madison has a Hairy Woodpecker named “Charlie” who lights on Carl’s arm Mrs Hunnewell has a female Grosbeak named “Hannah” which feeds from their hands, and they have a large number of Redpolls every year At our feeding station in South Berwick this is the first season for Redpolls to appear so prominently. As this is written April first the initial appearance of several robins boosts our morale considerably.EDITOR’S NOTE’ We are deeply saddened to re­port that this will be the final column of class news written by Earle R Richards. Mr Richards died on April 16, 1960, from another heart attack. An account of this will be published in the Necrology section of the June Alumnus.
1 9 0 7  M r. Karl MacDonald 
 27 Nelson Ave., Wellsville, N. Y.
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A card from Walter E Rogers, 73 Florence St., Rosindale 31, Mass , says he is fine. He had a heart attack in 1957 and could not attend our 50th Hopes to get to Commencement sometime He gets to Sanford twice a year and with the Turnpike coming to Augusta, he should be able to make it.Richard F Talbot, 42 Forest Ave , Orono, seems to be getting around to his work and “throwing the Bull ” Walter Farnham saw him in Skowhegan recently and said he was looking fine. The fol­lowing was taken from the Epsilon Sigma Phi (Na­tional Honorary Fraternity for Extension workers in Agriculture) 1950 year book; “Richard F. Tal-
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bot has with little question contributed more to the progress of Maine dairymen in the past twenty years than any other man.”Horton W. Kierstead, 47 Violette Ave., Water- ville, was in the hospital again for about a month. This time it was for an old stomach ulcer which was bleeding Blood transfusions and a bland diet healed it so he could return home the first part of February, where he is gradually picking up his walking exercises.Robie L. Mitchell and wife drove to Miami and on January 8 took a steamer trip to Jamaica, Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. Returned January 18 and drove to Sara­sota where they had an apartment in the same build­ing as George V. Newman ’09. They were particu­larly happy to see Jesse Mason ’09 and wife, as well as Robert Cummins ’08 with whom he roomed in college for two years and one year in Boston when he was a struggling young lawyer. The Ma­sons and they attended the St Petersburg Alumni meeting on February 13. They returned to Garden City, Long Island, the latter part of February. Robie expects to be back to his Law School Class Reunion next June.Frank W. Twombly is selling his home at 602 Lexington Avenue, Terrace Park, Ohio, and ex­pects to locate near Capistrano Beach, Southern California, early this summer Two years ago they spent two months there and liked it very much.The Maine Society of Professional Engineers, at their annual dinner at the University the latter part of February, honored Lucius D. Barrows with the award as “Maine’s outstanding engineer of the year ” “The 50th Anniversary Class History of 1907” can now be seen at the Brewer, Farmington, Lewis­ton, and Norway Public Libraries. Auburn, Calais, Rockland, and Skowhegan evidently did not care to spend four cents to obtain one.1908 Mr. James A. Gannett  166 Main St., Orono F. Forrest Pease writes from 66 Bellevue Road, Squantum, Mass., “Mrs. Pease and I rejoice in good health and are looking forward to our 50th Wedding Anniversary on June 28, 1960. We are grateful for the good health of our three children and our nine grandchildren and our many friends. A privilege that I enjoy is to meet occasionally Friday noon at Thompson’s Restaurant (Boston) with a delightful group of Maine Alumni.”
Mrs Gannett and I called on Mrs. Stacy Lanpher at her home at Sebec Station in Mid-March Mrs. Lanpher, we learned, had done time in two hospit­als, was recovering from a broken right arm, and now had resumed her Court work at Dover-Foxcroft, where she used to work with Stacy who was Clerk of Courts for a long period. A visit with Mrs. Lan­pher is always interesting and inspiring.
From Winthrop, Mass., Edland Savage writes, “I am seriously considering retiring from business soon, have no definite plans for future activities; just do some traveling around I guess. Think I’ll sell my house and arrange to live in Boston at least for a while. I like New England and its people, but I do want to take some trips; how and when yet to be determined. Maybe I’ll get up your way sometime this summer ”
Mr and Mrs Nicholas C. Bystrom, each with a B.A degree from Northland College in 1960, will be moving to Orono this summer as Mr. Bystrom has been appointed to a graduate assistantship in the mathematics department according to a letter from John Kendrigan, Director of Placement at Northland. Friends of John Kendrigan are wel­come at Maine
1 9 0 9  Mr. Fred Knight 9 Westmoreland Drive W. Hartford 17, Conn.
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund
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Harold Miller has changed his permanent ad­dress to 5147 Massachusetts Ave , N. W., Wash­ington 13, D. C.
There have been some changes in temporary winter addresses, but they are not given here be­cause they would reach you too late to be of value.Our distinguished Classmate, Dr. Mary Ellen Chase, continues to make news by the many inter­esting and valuable contributions she makes in the literary and educational fields During January and February, she gave a series of lessons on the Psalms at Edwards Church in Northampton. Her books on the literature and language of the Bible, and her lectures at Smith College on these sub­jects, have always been very popular and have brought her recognition as an authority.A note from Helen (Steward) Bradstreet states that she and her husband are planning a trip to New England this summer. Their many friends in this area will hope to see them
Mrs W H. Gilbert (Sally) died at West Palm Beach, Monday, March 21. This will sadden all who knew her through Class Reunions which she loyally attended as long as health permitted. She was a native of Milo.
BY CLASSES
Mr. Dimon E. Merrill
293 High St., Westwood, Mass.
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund Associate Partner — 1
LAST CALL 
50lh  REUNION 
Class— 1910 
Ju n e  3-5, 1960
A K “Binks” Gardner, a former State Agricul­tural Commissioner, has recently announced that he will seek Republican nomination to Orono’s seat in the Maine House of Representatives in the June primary election After receiving his B S. degree in agriculture from the University of Maine in 1910, he served the state in various capacities in­cluding state horticulturist, crops and orchard spe­cialist :or the Maine Extension Service, executive assistant to the State Agricultural Commissioner, before becoming State Agricultural Commissioner, and later served as consultant to the Agricultural Commissioner. After devoting 46 years to Maine and the nation’s agriculture, he retired in 1958. He has been active in civic and fraternal life in Orono and in the state for many years. The Uni­versity of Maine conferred the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws on Gardner in June 1958. All 1910ers wish you success in your coming campaign and happiness in the work to follow in Augusta.
William C Olsen, one of our Class members that we have not heard from for several years, noti­fies us that he will be back for our Reunion and he now resides at 94 Warwick Rd., Bronxville, N Y.
Complimentary copies of the Alumnus for month of April accompanied by a letter from Ernest Lamb, our Class President, were mailed to all mem­bers of our Class who are not supporting members of the U of M. Alumni Association and as such would not receive the Alumnus regularly. We hope that Ernest’s letter and the receipt of the Alumnus will have ignited the old spark of loyalty which you all must have in the University of Maine to the extent that you have now made definite plans to be an active part of our 50th Reunion in Orono on June 3-5, 1960.
It isn’t possible for your Class Officers or any Committee to arrange a successful Reunion unless we have a large attendance, therefore it’s up to every member of 1910 to do his part and I am sure you will, even if a cane is necessary in taking the long walk from the Union Building to the Alumni Gym, where the Luncheon and Banquet are held.
If a large percentage of the 83 members of 1910, whose addresses we now have, will only show up, the good fellowship will make many of us feel that we are only fifty years old more quickly than any of the restoratives of youth that we learn about on our T.V. programs. This Reunion will be the least expensive and the most enjoyable week end you can hope for anywhere. Don’t miss it
Be sure to make your reservations promptly in May upon receipt of Ernest Lamb’s letter relative to our Reunion and also when the Alumni Com­mencement Bulletin arrives.
1 9 1 1  Mr. Avery C. Hammond  P. O. Box 200287 Ohio Street, Bangor
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On March 1, 1960, A1 Laney wrote an article on Marty McHale which covered more than a half page in the New York Herald Tribune There were large pictures of Marty relaxing at piano in his Hempstead, L. I., home, Marty in Base Ball togs in 1913 when he joined the Yankees from the Bos­ton Red Sox, Marty and Mike Donlin in 1914 when they hooked up for their very popular Vaude­ville Act; and the Red Sox Quartet of McHale, Buck O’Brien, Hugh Bradley, and Bill Lyon. It was this quartet which started Marty off on his entertainment career which was only one of the many successes chalked up against his name.In November of 1914 Donlin and McHale were billed at the Palace as the Giant and the Yankee. Some of the acts were Joe E. Howard, Chick Sale, Trixie Friganza & Co., Four Marx Brothers, Eva Tanguay, Blanche Ring and Co., Eddy Foy and
the Seven Little Foys, and many other top acts of that day. From Vaudeville he went into the army as a signal corps officer in one of those old crates World War One aviators used to fly. He followed this as a Sports Writer for the old New York Sun and the Wheeler Syndicate. Marty founded the com­pany he now heads on Broadway The M. J. McHale Company, 115 Broadway, New York, and is now a man of some substance. He became a scratch golfer and still plays in the low seventies. He has five holes in one to his credit. He married Margaret Dunstan, daughter of John Dunstan, one of the most famous restaurateurs in the town’s history, who operated Jack’s of happy memory over there on that street they used to call Sixth Avenue. The McHales have two sons, Marty, Jr., now at Maine, and John in Prep school in Woonsocket. John will shortly be going to Maine.
With limited space and know-how it is impossible to do justice to the wonderful write-up by A1 Laney, but we can say that Marty can be very proud of his career and the write-up which also names his company, which is unusual and a very valuable help to his already prospering investment business. Classmates and other friends, will, I am sure, want to join me in wishing Marty many more happy and prosperous years.
We have word from the Clayton Maxwells that the Conleys attended the February thirteenth Florida meeting even though they had to come over the high span of the Skyway Bridge across Tampa Bay with the wind really blowing the surf over the fourteen mile long route. In Conley’s letter he said it re­minded him of the day they came from Hong Kong to Manila in a monsoon so aptly described by Kipling.
Had a card from George Bearce telling me of Nemo Smith’s new Lincoln white “Powder Puff” car and that the windows go up and down like magic at the push of little buttons. Bruce is bring­ing a grapefruit for me from Nemo which was grown in Nemo’s back yard.
George L. Lord, who lives at 555 No. 50 Ter., Miami 37, Florida, will be in Maine this next sum­mer. He will be in South Berwick after twenty- eight years away. We hope he can attend Com­mencement The Conleys are planning to come this year, I understand.
Dr. Ralph M. Holmes, chairman of the Physics Department, University of Vermont since 1933 has been appointed part time consultant in mathematics and science for the Education Department.
This will not be a reunion year for 1911 but, from letters received, I believe it will be the next best thing. Many have expressed intention of being there. We can watch 1910 at their 50th Reunion and plan our own for a year from next June, namely 1961. Let’s all get hot!
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James L. Boyle, 4 Bartlett St., Waterville, is Maine State American Legion Adjutant. His pic­ture appeared in a Portland paper awhile ago as one of the honored guests, including Governor John H. Reed ’42, at a testimonial for Col. Malcolm L. Stoddard, retiring manager of the Veterans’ Ad­
ministration.
Frank L. Darrell, who spends his winters at 701 Hunter St., West Palm Beach, Florida, usually comes up to St. Petersburg once each winter to at­tend the February meeting of the St. Petersburg Alumni Association. It is quite a trip and Frank usually stays over a couple of nights. This year he had a chance to visit with his old buddy, Ernest T. Savage ’13, who is spending the winter at 105 12th Avenue North, Indian Rocks Beach, and who al­ways attends the Alumni Meetings. Also at the meeting he visited with “My old Prof. Bill Barrows, classmate and M C. at the luncheon—Oscar Mount- fort, Sid Winchester ’l l ,  Ben Whitney ’l l ,  and Sid 
Jones ’l l .”Class reunion time is drawing nearer. It would be heartwarming to have a goodly number of 1912 back this year, even if or perhaps because, it is a couple of years before our fiftieth.
1 9 1 3  Mr. Clifton E. Chandler113 Highland St., Portland
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund Junior Partner — 1 Associate Partner — 1
Classmates:Commencement this year will be June 3rd, 4th, and 5th, inclusive. Why don’t you begin now to 
make plans to attend?
This is not a reunion year for the class, but you would have a fine time and make the reunion year, our 50th in 1963, a more enjoyable one when you return. Time awaits no man and we should spend some part of these precious moments with those who have “sweetened” the path we have tread.A couple of months ago I spoke of the St Peters­burg, Fla , University of Maine Alumni and the fine meetings they have I learn through the under­ground that our own Mr and Mrs Melvin St Clair of 2605 Cleveland St., Tampa, are the “sparkplugs” which help make these meetings click and are al­ways on hand to greet the members as they arrive “Mel,” your classmates appreciate your loyalty to the University, more power to you.Now, let’s continue a little further with the Class History
February 11, 1910, The Class met in Coburn Hall. “Big” Bigelow resigned as vice president of the Class and then was voted in as president. “Big” was one of the finest and made a good presiding officer “Nick” Carter elected, vice president, “Scout” Hamlin, acting class secretary, “Denny” Getchell, class basketball manager, and “Ted” Davis, John Carey, and “Scout” Hamlin were elected to serve on the banquet committee and you will recall none were more faithful to their trust. Just like “Pike’s Peak or Bust” episode, they brought home the “bacon” with the little old hand car before the ceremonies began
February 28 at Coburn. More social activities began to open up. The Military Ball was an assign­ment to the Freshman Class and one man was elected from each Company. “Jingles” Chandler (someone took me for a sleigh ride when they tabbed me with that “moniker” ) elected from Company “A,” Charlie Underhill from Company “B,” and “Al” Sederquist from Company “C.” The question of class pipes was brought up at this meeting and Charlie Underhill, Leon Maclauchlm, and “Morggy” Pope were appointed to handle the matter and you will recall we later adopted a
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“Poker” Style pipe with silver numerals ’13 on the 
face of the pipe.If you still have yours, get it out, shine it up, and bring it to the Reunion in ’63. There will be 
a Reward. More next time.The December and January Alumnus brought news of the death of two members of our Class— Paul C. Leonard, 71, of Augusta, Me., who died October 8, 1959 and Bernard A Ahrens, 74, of Marlborough, Conn., who died November 24, 1959. The Class wishes to convey to their respective families its sympathy.
I’m in a very receptive mood to accept money for the incidental expenses of the 50th Reunion and money for a government bond for the Class Gift to the University at this time. Your Anni­versary is just around the corner, a “Swallow Away” so goes a current quotation and will be 
here before we know it. How about it?
1 9 1 4  Mr. Harold P. Adams 
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A far-ranging member of the Class of 1914, Way- land D Towner, writes that he has settled down in Los Angeles, California, and hopes it will be his “permanent” address for a long time.Wayland, the University’s first alumni secretary, has had wide experience in promotion since finishing a five-year stint in 1923 as alumni secretary in Orono. Working in the institutional, public health and welfare fields, he has served in Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, Missouri, and Texas.He moved to California recently from Comfort, Texas, where he and Mrs. Towner maintained their home for twenty years. Active still in the invest­ment business and an occasional fund-raising assign­ment, Wayland writes that he tried retiring a couple of times, but couldn’t stand the inactivity.Among the noteworthy projects with which he has been connected in a promotional way were the first Byrd Antarctic Expedition, Amelia Earhart’s Trans-Atlantic Flight, and Sir Hubert Wilkins’ Submarine Expedition to the North Pole.While his work took him to many parts of the country, his penchant for service found him identi­fying himself with the many communities in which he lived. A member of the Methodist Church and the masonic order, he also found time for active participatino in the projects of the service clubs. He has held membership in Rotary, Kiwanis, Lions, and Sertoma International. A veteran of World War I, he has served as State Commander of the Veterans of Foreign Wars He also has held mem­bership in sales executives clubs, chambers of commerce, and various trade and professional or­ganizationsWayland Towner’s home address is 4357 West 5th Street, Los Angeles 5, Calif He would be happy to visit with any Maine men or women who plan to make the “City of the Angles,” in their travels
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A citation for distinguished service to New Jersey agriculture was recently presented to Dr. William Martin by the State Board of Agriculture. Bill began his career at Rutgers in 1915 and has been dean since 1939 He was cited for his distinguished service as an administrator and from his guidance to two generations of New Jersey farmers. His cita­tion read in part “Your illustrious career of over 45 years, dedicated to advancement of the diversi­fied agriculture of your adopted state is worthy of the highest commendation. You have consistently fostered a strong three-fold program of resident in­struction, research, and extension teaching, all welded into a single unit dedicated to the advance­ment of agriculture and related sciences ”
45th Reunion, June 3-5, 1960Edward A Dore was busy moving into his new home at 1002 Lemonwood Ave., Tangelo Park, Bradenton, Florida, and was unable to attend the February meeting of the St Petersburg Alumni. The Dores are regular attendants at the meetings and have missed very few during the past years.From Florence, Alabama, and as he says, “The comparative tranquility of a small Southern city,” we have heard from Alfred O Bragg After a busy and exciting life as a chemical engineer, Al Bragg has settled down to doing many things he has al­ways wanted to do, but never had time for. For instance, he has taken a refresher course in mathe­matics with excursions into symbolic logic and non-Euclidian geometry. He has spent pleasurable hours browsing through material nostalgic of youth
in Dover-Foxcroft, Maine. He gives himself and his talents to the local American Legion post and to the Elks. He keeps busy at many things, not too strenuous to tax him physically, on the advice of his doctor. Mrs. Bragg busies herself with antiques, gardening and Florence Garden Club activities, and Humane Society work. Victim of a stroke while in Detroit in 1956, Al no longer drives a car, nor can he play his beloved piano. He compensates by other activities and is happy to be able to get around without any difficulty. Slowed down, he still finds life exciting and rewarding.Since leaving the University of Maine back in 1915, Al’s whole life, practically, has been spent in the pulp and paper industry. He has worked in research and development, sales engineering, consulting, and management. His work involved a great deal of travel. At various times he has been based at Valley Stream, Long Island; Pitts­burgh, Pa.; Detroit, Michigan; and Painesville, Ohio. During the last nine years of his active career, together with R. G. Gray of Nelson Chemi­cals Co., Detroit, he worked on conservation of the drinking water supply, through the institution of a process of purification from its cyanide pollu­tion content of effluent waters from automotive and other plants in Detroit and general eastern United States areas.Al writes that it was touch and go as to whether chemistry or music would win his attention as he started his career. He toyed with the idea of com­bining the two interests. He won a degree in Music at St. Willibrod’s College, England. Next followed a short but interesting session as a tem­porary musical critic of the old New York Evening Mail Entering the U. S Army in 1917, he was de­tached for service at U S Nitrate Plant No. 1 at Sheffield, Alabama Here he met his future wife; and he says that any idea of a dual career in chemistry and music went out the window. He settled down to chemical engineering as his voca­tion, with music as an avocation.
Parents of two children, and grandparents of seven, the Braggs have watched the development of their children and grandchildren with pleasure and satisfaction Margaret, holder of several de­grees, and a private secretary in the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, Navy Civilian Personnel, during the war, is now Mrs. D. J. Collins of Silver Spring, Maryland. Son Alfred O., Jr., served as a Lieutenant-Commander during the war. He is now vice president and trust officer of the Columbus Bank and Trust Co , Columbus, Georgia. Al writes that if any classmates are ever in the vicinity of the Muscle Shoals area—in Florence, Sheffield, Tuscumbia, or Muscle Shoals City, he would ap­preciate a visit from them at 511 N. Cherry St., Florence, Alabama.
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A wonderful letter arrived this past week from “Tom,” Thomas N., Weeks who with Henry Carey, ’22, was visiting “Tom,” Thomas G., Mangan in Cuernavaca, Mexico. I would like to quote it in full because it is so very interesting. “Arrived here in Cuernavaca with Henry T. Carey, ’22, as guests of “Tom” Mangan. “Tom” met us at Mexico City upon our arrival, non-stop from Idlewild, Tuesday evening, March 15, by Aeronaveo De Mexico. This city of about 60,000 is located 47 miles south of Mexico City and in an area that knows no winters such as we have in New England. No snows or frosts here, with daytime temperatures from 75 to 85 degrees and nights from 55 to 70. Since arriv­ing, the sun has shown every day. Yet we can see the snow capped volcanic Mount Popocatpetl. Have been to Acapulco, Texco, the floating gardens at Xochimilco, the campus of the wonderful Univer­sity of Mexico, Guadalupe, Chapultepec, the Can­yon de Lobo, Tepotzlan, and many other places of historic and scenic interest To get to any place in Mexico from here, you must traverse high and awesome mountain ranges. The roads are excep­tional In many places they run in double and triple hair-pin curves to get up or down mountains Burros, horses, cows, and pigs roam the highways and byways at random, and by common consent are given the right of way. Much sugar cane, rice, and corn is seen where the soil is tillable. In his own backyard, “Tom” grows his own lemons and bananas In the markets, you can buy all kinds of fruits and vegetables, such as grown in semi- tropical climates The grass is eternally green (when watered) and all kinds of flowers and shrub­bery abound everywhere Woolworths has a big store here, and it has just opened a grocery depart­ment The usual super-markets are here also. Since the beginning of our visit in Mexico we have en-
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deavored to send cards to all members of the Gen­eral Alumni Council. If we have missed any, it is an error of the pen and not of the heart. As secre­tary of this mobile unit of the Mangan Chowder and Marching Society, I've done my best. Don Taverner ’43 visited here last year and I thought some of his verbal portrayals of “Tom” Mangan’s Mexican quinta were perhaps overly romantic. Now that Henry and I have seen and experienced, it the swimming pool, flowers, and Mangan-brand hospitality, we give “Don” full credit for the modesty and restraint he exhibited in his picturesque narrations. We will be back in Maine soon, and with the temperatures we read you are experiencing we likely will wish we were back here with “Tom” Mangan until Commencement next June.” Thanks very much for a most interesting letter.
1917 Mrs. William F. West1 9 1 7  (Helen Danforth)191-A Broadway, Bangor
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I have received very little news from any of you the past two months, and do wish I might hear from more of you. Don’t forget that I especially want to hear about your hobbies.Too late for the last issue, I had a card from Elwood Clapp. They were leaving for Palm Springs, Los Angeles, and San Francisco. Perhaps they will have seen some of our classmates, and will write me about it. \How does Bryant Hopkins have any time to just “play”? The Governor recently appointed him as “Commissioner of the New England Interstate Water Pollution Control Commission.”I had a most interesting newspaper article sent to me from the Alumni office a short time ago about Arthur Blanchard’s “Shangri-La,’ as they call it. I certainly am going to call on him next sum­mer. There on his farm in Cumberland Center, Maine, he has a 900,000 gallon farm-pond. Built for water supply and fire protection, the pond is no longer needed for these purposes, and has be­come a family recreation center It is stocked with brook trout, and there is a 12-foot boat on the pond. They also use the pond for summer swim­ming and winter ice-skating A two room camp has been built overlooking the pond which “catches the breeze on the hot summer days,” according to Arthur. Certainly he has provided himself with a wonderful hobby.I have a few new addresses for the column. They were sent me late last summer and were misplacedCecil D. Macllroy, 110 Gainsboro St., Boston, Mass.; Wilber L. Matthews, 293 Webhannet Drive, Wells, Maine; Fred Jones, 61 South Clinton Street, Poughkeepsie, New York, and Raymond A Pendle­ton, 142 Mark Tree Road, Needham 92, Mass.1918 Dean Weston S. Evans 8 Kell St., Orono
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund Senior Partner — 1
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It doesn’t look as if I would be able to get 
out a class letter before Commencement. Let’s plan to get together at 9:30 a.m. on Saturday, June 4, in Room 108 of Boardman Hall and make plans for our Forty-Fifth Reunion.George M Carlton has returned to Woolwich, Maine, after a long career in Havertown, Pa.Had a long letter from Win Dennett, who is at Hopedale High School, Hopedale, Mass.; he has been there for 41 years, 38 of which he has been principal. He has sent 25 graduates to the Univer­sity of Maine, including his daughter Marilyn, who graduated in the Class of ’51. Win says he is slow­ing down but he still holds office in more civic or­ganizations than many of us ever did. He spends summers at Wells Beach. I wonder if Win will join many other 18’ers in retirement in Maine!More letters like Win’s please.Ralph M. Leighton, Consultant to Stowe-Wood- ward, Inc , Newton Upper Falls, Mass., has recently had an article published in the Paper Trade Journal entitled “Care of Rubber Covered Rolls.” This article seems to bear some relationship to auto tires. If tire wear bothers you, write Ralph. If tire wear dosen’t bother you, write me. I need news.
1 9 1 9  Mrs. James H. Freeland  (Polly Mansur)120 Grove St., Bangor
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We received a long letter from Jim's fraternity roommate, Newton B. Thompson. (He started with
our class but came back and was graduated in ’21.) He is in Rio De Janeiro, Brazil, with Ebasco Ser­vices, Inc., constructing a transmission line. He wrote a most interesting account of the friendly and enthusiastic welcome the Brazilians gave to Presi­dent Eisenhower on his recent visit to Rio, and told us many things we had not read m the news­papers or heard on radio or TV. He mingled with the crowds on the streets and saw President Eisenhower in person. He wrote that it was a thrilling experience.Maurice S. Bowen is the Shade Tree Superin­tendent in Teaneck, N. J. His work entails the care of 20,000 shade trees on the streets and in the parks, the planting of trees, and the supervision of a crew of ten men the year around. He and his wife re­cently celebrated their 33rd wedding anniversary. They have traveled extensively from Cape Breton Island, N S., to Key West, Fla., New Orleans, La., and many places in between. They have a son and a granddaughter.Earl G. Boyd teaches mathematics at Taft Col­lege, Taft, Calif. Last summer he traveled through the northwestern part of the U. S., and this sum­mer he plans to take a trip either to New England or Hawaii. His chief recreation is golf which he plays at least once a week throughout the year. He has a son, three daughters, and five grandchil­dren. He says if any of his classmates go to Cali­fornia he would be pleased to have them call on him.Alice (Cahill) Bridges is a chiropractor with an office at 160 Lisbon Street, Lewiston.Marion (Harthorn) Colby has recently built a new home in Woolwich, across the river from Bath, Me. She enjoys gardening and collecting antiques, especially Early American glass.Edward Earle Kennison of North Anson spent the winter at La Tropical Oakes Trailer Park, St. Petersburg, Fla He attended the February 13 meet­ing of the St Petersburg Alumni Association with the Harry O. Beales ’05.Leroy F. Hussey of Augusta was recently ap­pointed a member of the advisory council of the Maine Employment Security Commission.
Miss M. Eleanor Jackson, C.L.U. 
Samuel Appleton Building 110 Milk Street Boston 9, Massachusetts
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund Junior Partners — 4 
Associate Partners — 3
Lillian (Budway) Treat writes from Fresno, Cal., “I didn’t feel too old until I received your letter, reminding me that our class graduated forty years ago WOW' It is later than we think. I am so sorry I won’t be able to attend the Reunion. I flew East in 1956, met my daughter in New York, and then on to Bangor, Maine She had spent a year teaching in Bordeaux, France. I found so many changes in Orono, although it was so nice to see my friends and relatives. I had been away for al­most fifteen years I have five children. The eldest just turned thirty-four and the youngest twenty- one. I have ten grandchildren and expecting an­other one in May I am quite busy with Service Clubs and Church Clubs. Meet once a month with AAUW French group. My hobbies are French and Bridge. Wish I could be at the Reunion.”Barbara (Dunn) and “Hitch” Hitchner were leav­ing March 9 for a brief trip to Italy.There have been many parties and honors be­stowed upon Gertrude Peabody upon her retirement as Dean of Women at Temple University. Barbara Hitchner enclosed two news clippings from Temple University. One, The University Women’s Club, presented a Windsor chair engraved with the Uni­versity emblem. Teachers College Alumni Associa­tion honored Gertrude, dean emeritus of women, at their graduation luncheon with a certificate to commemorate her retirement. The award reads: “Teachers College Alumni Association of Temple University of Philadelphia, Pa., presents this scroll to Miss Gertrude D. Peabody for the unique con­tributions she has made to this University as a teacher in inspiring her students to increase their knowledge and skill so that they could become, like her, teachers, the practicing citizens of our society ” Gertrude’s new address is Princeton, 
Maine.
40th Reunion, June 3-5, 1960 Have you filled in your questionnaire and 
mailed it to Kid? We are hoping you are mak­
ing your plans to return for Reunion.
1 9 2 1  Mrs. Charles McDonald 
 (Dorothy Smith)R.F.D. 2 ,'Box 516, Carmel
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund 
Junior Partner — 1 Associate Partners — 4Two scholarships from our Class of 1921 Fund
were awarded for this Spring Semester to Patricia McCluskey, a junior majoring in mathematics and to Gerard Dubois, a senior in engineering physics.
1 9 2 2  Mr. Leslie W. Hutchins  30 Alban Rd., Waban 68, Mass.
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund Senior Partner — 1Junior Partners — 2Associate Partners — 2
I made a recent attempt to secure some news from the many people I have known in our class. The only reply was from Helen (Bragdon) Martin, wife of my old friend, Carleton E. Martin '23, former owner and President of the Portland Burial Case Co. at Portland, Maine. Carl and Helen now live at 91 Blackstrap Road, Falmouth, have one son Don, and one grandchild, a boy six years old. Helen doesn’t think that she and Carl have spoiled the grandson, yet. Carl suffered a heart attack, but is well now and is with the Casco Bank. Carl and Helen will always have an important spot in my affections and their lives should exemplify our Uni­versity experience not only as a builder of good citizens but a meeting place for young people, who otherwise would not meet.
From the Alumni Office we recently heard that Perry R. Shean now lives at Crossways, Somerset Bridge, Bermuda. His business address is: U. S. Navy, 138. New York, N. Y., where he is a resident engineer for the Bell Telephone Labs. Perry came from Patten and majored in electrical engineering. His class description in the 1922 Prism reads: “Perry is the first one in our knowledge who can prepare a lesson in math or electricity by reading the Saturday Evening Post and still pull an A or a B in the course,” unquote. It is not difficult to understand why one would not like a Bermuda ad­dress, but I can also think of many interesting things to do in Patten and vicinity, as we say, “Come Spring ” The best of luck to you, Perry, and send some of that heat and sunshine up our way soon.I hope to be on campus at Commencement and try to include such a trip in your plans. Perhaps you can give me some news in person when we meet in Orono on June 3, 4 or 5, 1960.
1 9 2 3  Mrs. Norman E. Torrey 
 (Toni Gould)9 Poplar St., Bangor
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund 
Junior Partner — 1 Associate Partners — 2
I had a most interesting letter from Stuart M. Johnson which I want to share with all of you and which I hope will prompt some action as he re­quests. He writes: “I returned to the United States last June, planning to retire from U. S. Civil Ser­vice after 21 years of Federal Service. The last 12 years were spent in Japan, as chief Telephone Engineer for the U. S. Army Forces, Far East. Enroute home I suffered a detached retina, which required two operations and was practically all summer in the Hospital in N. Y. C. I had hoped and planned on renewing friendships with many of my classmates in New England, but these visits must be deferred again, as I have now accepted a position as Field Engineer with National Scientific Laboratories, and am being assigned as telecommu­nications Specialist with the Air Force at Tachika- wa, Japan. My new address will be: Hqtrs, Pacific GEEIA Region, P. O. Box 153 APO 323, San Fran­cisco, Cal. I shall be most happy to hear from former classmates and friends. After being out of the Country for many years, I am sadly out of touch with Maine activities. I shall also be pleased to hear from other U. of M. Alumni in Japan. It is hoped that there are enough interested Alumni in the Far East, so that occasional get-togethers can be held in the Tokyo area.’
Cora (Russell) Doten was among those who helped with the volunteer registering for health tests at the recent Farm and Home Week at the Uni­versity. Cora is regent of the Esther Eayres Chap­ter of the Daughters of the American Revolution and is also an active member of the Thursday Club (faculty wives) as well as participating in many Maine and Orono activities. She and Henry con­tinue to reside at 356 College Ave., and he is the business manager at the U. of Maine.
1 9 2 4  Mrs. Clarence C. Little
 (Beatrice Johnson)Little Haven, R. F.D. 1, Ellsworth
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund 
Senior Partner — 1 Junior Partner — 1 Associate Partners — 4
Dear Classmates:The best news this month is that George E. Lord is back at the University and very much on the job.
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All of us wish him continued good health and pray that he will not overdo. The annual report of the Maine Extension Service has just come out and after reading of the progress under George’s direc­torship, I can well understand how hard he has worked for the State of Maine and the University.
Mary E. Osgood Fitzherbert (Mrs. Vaughn) is now living in Mattawamkeag.
Helen Bernice Wentworth has moved to 501 South Union Street, Gallon, Ohio. Let’s hear from you, 
Bernice.The Littles have just returned from a long busi­ness trip (speeches by C C.L ) during which they visited New York, Cleveland, Fort Wayne, Ann Arbor, Washington, and Charleston, S. C. With no exceptions, everywhere they went, a blizzard went with them. Chambers of Commerce should take notice and pay us to stay away from their fair 
cities!
1 9 2 5  Mrs. Merrill Henderson 
 (Anne Thurston)Quechee, Vermont
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund Associate Partners — 2
By now you know the plans for Reunion. All 
I can add is: “Hope to see you there.”
35th Reunion, June 3-5, 1960As you have been told, “Brownie” has done a wonderful job at finding many of our lost members. For your information I would like to hand on to you the following:Mrs. Charles H. Goodnow (Margaret Ward), a housewife, lives at 247 Washington St., Apt 6 Winchester, MassHarry Belyea, 542 Walnut St., Newtonville, Mass.Mrs. Clarence Hartley (Helen E. Wallace), 2N Plaza Apts. Greenville, S. C.Philip P. Whittier, Shore Acres, Waban Rd., Cape Elizabeth, Me.Victor J. Hudon is manager of oil operating & purchasing of Franklin Baker Div., General Foods Corp, Hoboken, N J. His home address is 66 Beacon Ave , Jersey City 6, N. JAaro Kaakinen who has not been home in 30 years is addressed: Rincon Annex, P. O. Seamen’s Mail, San Francisco, Calif.Rudy Vallee has his name in the news in quite a different capacity. He has given a radio network permission to build two transmitter antennas on the grounds of his $250,000 hilltop mansion.In Augusta recently a meeting was held by the state staff, county and local directors of the Maine Civil Defense and Public Safety Agency and the Maine Employment Security Commission to study manpower and resources following a major disaster.
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Merton J Gribbin, director, MESC, discussed the roles of the State office of Civil Defense and Public Safety under this Manpower Plan.The High Council of the ATO fraternity met re­cently and was “hit by a bombshell” when Floyd (Ting) Abbott submitted his resignation as chair­man. He will continue as a member until his term expires this summer. He has been on the High Council for ten years. “Suitable recognition for Brother Abbott’s services to the Fraternity will doubtless be made at the next Congress. Ting Abbott, by his tireless, fearless labors as Province Chief, Educational Adviser and Chairman of the High Council has placed the entire Fraternity in 
his debt.”Remember it is June 3 in Orono!
1 9 2 6  Mrs. Trygve Heistad 
 (Shirley Roberts)11 Third Ave., Augusta
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund 
Junior Partner — 1 Associate Partners — 2
Margaret (Fraser) Feeney has had a poem “Japanese Fever” chosen from more than 8,500 manuscripts submitted by teachers, professors, and librarians to the National Poetry Assn “Peg” spent three years in Japan with her husband. Lieu­tenant Colonel Feeney.Hervey F. Bowden is head of the history depart­ment in Gardner high school, Gardner, Mass. He is noted for his lectures, which are described as a “work of art.” He is also a well known lecturer in various club groups. Hervey is active in the Masonic Order He is Past Master of Masons and Past Patron of Eastern Star.Robert E Turner, a life insurance executive, with his wife Marjorie, have lived in Reading, Mass., for sixteen years. Bob, always active in community affairs, is completing his 12th year on the Reading School Committee, where he has served as chairman for two years “ Bob” has also served on the recreation committee. He is past president of the Lions Club and an officer in Lions Interna­tional. He has been active in local scouting and is a former director of the Reading Y M C.A. He served as president of the U of M. Boston Alumni Association last year, too.
To those of you who are driving up to the 
Reunion-Commencement Weekend, June 3-5, why not stop in at our office to say “Hello.” We are 
located just 2 1/2 miles from the east side traffic circle, on the road to Waterville. Look for an 
office building on the east side of the road with Trygve Heistad name on the frint. We might even brew a cup of coffee or tea for you.
1 9 2 7  Mrs Edgar Bogan  (Sally Palmer)32 Myrtle Street, Orono
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund Junior Partner — 1 
Associate Partners — 4A recent edition of the pictorial section of the Miami Herald contained a story on Old Island Day at Key West, Florida Many of the old houses were to be open to the public, some of them are nearly 150 years old One which was pictured is the home of Col. and Mrs Anne (Stinchfield) Vermette. It is an old story and a half house, recently purchased by them It is one of the picturesque houses in the area, with most of the original rooms intact The architecture is typical of the islands, wood construc­tion, white, with four wooden columns rising in an unbroken line from the veranda across the front to the roof line It is surrounded by a white picket fence with high shrubs providing privacy. A lamp post will guide you through the gate should you find your way to Key West and Anne is not stand­ing ready to greet you as she is in the picture Wish we could reproduce it for you. Old Island Day is to be an annual affair Perhaps you can make it another year Call on Anne, tell her about yourselves, and then she can write me and I will put it in the column
Mrs. William B. Leger 
(Emma Thompson)75 Woodmont St., Portland 4
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund Junior Partner — 1 
Associate Partners — 2
We have a new address—Allen Goodspeed is now at 651 Killeary Drive, Morgantown, W Va At least Dave Stevens keeps me busy with some­thing to write about for he is in the news so often This time he has been telling the House investigators in Washington about the “confusion” caused among State Highway Officials by the government’s delay in fixing a new interstate bridge standard keyed to defense needs.
Dorothy (Steward) Say ward, a teacher at Farm­
ington High School, is the author of a 106-page book which is entitled “Comfort Magazine 1888- 1942, A History and Critical Study.” This was written as a result of Dot’s summer school work for her master’s degree at Maine, which I believe she has now She also has a daughter at “Maine” to be proud of and a new home. We are happy for you, Dot.
Mabel (Kilpatrick Folsom) Lovejoy is helping with the Extension Service right now and was at Farm and Home Week. Hope there were some other ’28ers there and “youse kids” get your heads together and send me some news.
Our first grandchild has her first tooth and that is big news for us—am sure no one cares but us, but it fills up space and she is such an adorable, happy doll. Whose grandchild isn’t perfect!1929 Mrs. Matthew E. Highlands 
 (Ramona Poley)111 Forest Ave , Orono
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund Junior Partner — 1 Associate Partners — 4
More news about Charles S. “Bill” Huestis. He has been elected president of the Pulp and Paper Foundation, Inc., at the organization’s annual meet­ing at North Carolina State College. He is general manager for engineering and development of the Continental Can Co. in New York City and lives, with wife Doris (Rideout ’27) at 11 Bliss Place, Norwich, ConnRoger C. “Shag” Wilkins who is vice president of the Travelers Insurance Co., has been made gen­eral manager and president of Constitution Plaza, Inc., a $40,000,000 new office center that will be built in downtown .Hartford, Conn. “Shag” has been with the Travelers ever since he graduated from college. The first few years he spent in the southwest in the mortgage loan division, then was brought back to the home office in Hartford Dur­ing World War II he was an intelligence officer for Navy Aviation in the Pacific. He was made vice president of the Travelers in 1954. Since 1957 he has been chairman of the Chamber of Commerce housing committee. He was president of Hartford Homes, Inc., a non-profit organization which super­vised construction of homes for families displaced by redevelopment and highway construction. He is a corporator and trustee of the State Savings Bank and was president of the Governmental Research Institute before it became part of the Chamber of Commerce. He is one of 18 national members of the urban renewal committee of the U S. Chamber of Commerce. His choice as head of Constitution Plaza, Inc  makes use of a great amount of ex­perience he has acquired in recent years in large construction projects Travelers put him in charge of the construction of its $7,000,000 branch office building in Boston. More recently he has been in charge of construction of the Travelers new 22 story, $15,000,000 office in Los Angeles. “Shag” and Mrs Wilkins (the former Evelyn MacFadden, a Texas girl) live on Talcott Notch Road, Avon, Conn They have a daughter, Susan, who is a junior at Wellesley CollegeElston F. “Joe” Cooper played the part of father of the bride last fall His daughter, Jo-Ann, was married October 24 at the First Congregational Church of Needham, Mass , to Donald P. Relyea. A reception was held afterwards at the Cooper home in Needham. Both bride and groom attended the University of Connecticut. Joe works for the Simplex Wire and Cable Co in Cambridge, Mass. He and Mrs Cooper have a son, Joel.Bob Parks, who has always been a busy man, has taken on additional duties this past year. He is assistant-to-the-president, in charge of marketing, under Mr. Howard Johnson He handles national advertising, merchandising, public relations, and such. In between times he continues to operate his Howard Johnson Restaurants in Concord and Leo­minster, Mass. Bob has a daughter graduating from Maine in June so he expects to be in Orono for CommencementRuth Meservey is taking over the column for me for the next three issues. Please help her by 
sending her some news. Ruth works in the library at the University and lives at 59 Vernon St., Bangor.
1 9 3 0  Mrs. Ernest J. Pero 
 (Jeanette Roney)11 West End Ave., Westboro, Mass. Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund Junior Partner — 1 
Associate Partners — 5
Bea (Carter) Cushman of Orono guest edited 
this May class column for Jeanette this month.This is a reminder to get your calender arranged and plans in order for your trip to Orono to join with all loyal ’30ers in celebrating our 30th this June. After receiving a note from our secretary
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who had been in touch with Syl Pratt and Pres. Bill Daley, arrangements have been made for our class dinner to be held at South Estabrooke in the downstairs dining room, Friday evening, June 3rd. More details coming up later in a flyer from Sect. Jeanette and Pres. Bill.
30th Reunion, June 3-5, 1960
Here are the news bits I have gleaned:Fred Lamoreau, loyal citizen of Orono, has just completed a year as chairman of the Budget Com­mittee. Fred was invited and accepted a second term in officeMarion Rogers was guest speaker at a campus meeting of the Mrs. Maine Club recently.Vaughan Daggett has been appointed to the plan­ning and design policies committee of the American Association of State Highway Officials. This com­mittee is responsible for investigating available data, and recommending policies and design standards which will advance safety of highways in rural and urban areas.Doris (Eisnor) Hurd is teaching her second year at the private school in Bangor for Exceptional Children.Peg (Warren) Cook is living in Bangor now. Mr. Cook is teaching in the English Department at the University.New addresses:Eleanor (Clark) Gesner, 9 Main S t, North Easton, MassCol. Elmer Higgins, TUSAE, JUSMMAT, A.P.O. 254, New York, N. Y. 
Brenna (Blaisdell) Tracy of Main St.; Charleston, has a daughter, Anne, who is a sophomore at Colby College.
1 9 3 1  Mrs. Sam Sezak  (Ethel Thomas)4 Gilbert St., Orono
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund Associate Partners — 2
President Ermo Scott of Farmington State Teachers College was host recently to Maine Teachers College Presidents at a conference held on the campus at Farmington.Word has been received that a long lost mem­ber of ’31, Linwood “Lon” Cheney is presently living at 2015 University Ave., New York City.Don Huston, highway commissioner at Frank­lin, N. H., has recently been named the highway engineer by the city council. Don has held the commissioner’s post for two years and is now starting his third He was the unanimous choice of the council for the position.Heading the annual drive for the Marlborough Hospital, Marlboro, Mass , is its president, Robert C. Morse. Bob lives at 105 Newton Street in 
MarlboroLouis .Scheffer has recently moved to 640 En­chanted Way, Pacific Palisades, CalifRecent news from Paul Elliot states that he has returned from Louisiana to his former posi­tion as senior research associate at Chemical and lives at 164 Hickory Lane, Naugatuck, Conn. Paul’s special field is Kralastic. The Elliots’ daughter, Jean, is now a freshman at Colby College. Daughter Ruth is a very busy member of the 8th Grade. Paul and Elise are very active members of the community serving in Scouts, Church, and many other activities.
1 9 3 2  Miss Angela Miniutti 
 55 Ashmont St., Portland
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund 
Associate Partners — 2
Sister Mary Euphrasia (Beulah Bradbury), dean of women and associate professor of biology and mathematics at St. Joseph’s College in Standish, will spend the academic year 1960-61 at Harvard U. She will be a participant in the Academic Year Institute for science in secondary schools and colleges. Sister Euphrasia received her master of science degree in biochemistry from Fordham U. and has done further study at Boston College and Oregon State CollegeKenneth S Ludden of Brewer has been ap­pointed assistant to the director of marketing, B. and A. Railroad He will also continue his duties with the advertising program of the company. In 1935 he came to the B. and A Railroad and has held positions in a number of departments since that date. He was appointed director of publicity in 1951 and assistant director of public relations in 1953. He was a captain in the U. S. Army in World War II, serving in Africa and Italy. The Luddens now live at 18 1/2 Blake St., Brewer. Their son was the first fourth generation to enter the U. of Maine.Through the Alumni Office has come the sad
news of the death last October in Wyoming, Pa., of Marjorie (Dickson) Huddilston (Mrs. Homer). A graduate of Baldwin School, Brynmawr, Pa., she was well known for her portraits of children. Surviving besides her husband are a daughter, Margaret, and a son, John, and her mother, Mrs. Alexander Dickson of Brynmawr. I feel sure that the entire class of 1932 joins in expressing sympathy to the family in their great loss.
You’ll be pleased, I know, to hear about the use being made of the lovely organ that was our class’s silver anniversary Reunion Gift to the University. Muriel (Freeman) Brockway from the Alumni Office has written that it is used most effectively at Commencement at Open House. It is also used occasionally (and with special per­mission) by music students for practicing, and on special occasions for background music for teas, etc. In March, the organ figured prominently in the formal opening of the U-M student art ex­hibition. As part of the opening festivities, on a Sunday afternoon, an organ recital was given in the main lounge of the Memorial Union. I’ll never forget the thrill I had when I saw the organ for the first time and again when I heard it played for the first time in June 1957 at the memorial for Professor Huddilston. Molly (Rubin) Stern of Bangor made a wonderful selection; the class is greatly indebted to her for all the time and energy she invested in arrangements for, and selection of, this particular organ.
Muriel (Freeman) Brockway has been working at the Alumni Office for three years now. Muriel and Phil will have a busy time in June, with their son graduating in engineering Daughter Betty was a ’56 grad and Richard’s twin, Pam, now married to a Yale medical student, hopes to finish by summer school sometime. And now the Phil Brockways are looking forward to having their two granddaughters come to Maine. What a wonderful U. of M. family this is!
The following addresses have come through the Alumni Office
Rev Herbert G. Follette, Trinity Church, Dan- ilson Pike, No. Scituate, R. I.
James W. Fuller, 516 Packard St., Ann Arbor, Mich.Malcolm L Buchan, 28 Kaler Road, So. Port­land. He is an engineer with the Samuel Aceto Co., 40 Preble St., Portland.John E Franson, U S. Forest Service, Warren, Pa. He is forest supervisor for the Allegheny National Forest.
1934 Mrs. Donald Corbett (“Frankie” Dean)Route #3, Waterville
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund Junior Partners — 3 Associate Partners — 2
Dot (Davis) Parsons and Phil, how happy we are for you upon hearing of the marriage of your first son Joseph D. Parsons to Shirley Mae Kleinen. The wedding took place in Davis, California, where the Parsons have been living (is it more than six years now?) How time flies. Dot and Phil are the proud parents of two other handsome tall lads We wish Joe and Shirley much happi­ness.
Henry J McCusker of 115 Monroe Road, Quin­cy, Mass., became president in January, of Hollis- ton Mills, Inc. in Norwood, Mass. Congratula­tions, Henry. Henry is a member of the Mass. Bar Assoc, as well as the Norfolk County Bar Assoc. He enjoys golf (you can soon be at it, Henry), boating, and fishing. The McCuskers have two children, Anne M. Peirce and John.
Stan Blanchard has received an appointment to the Maine State Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation (ASC) Comm. You all know Stan is farming (poultry and dairy) in Cumberland Center.
State of Maine Labor-Industry Commissioner Marion E. Martin in an analysis of the economy of Augusta and the Kennebec County economic area, projects an appreciable rise in countywide production for 1960.
Mrs. Thomas S. McGuire 
(Agnes Crowley)
21 Widgeon Way, Greenwich, Conn.
Dear ’35ers,
Hustling to mail this for the publishing dead­line. The big news, and the last time before we meet, is the June 3-5 date for all of us! Until then—
Congratulations to Frank W. Myers who has been named assistant professor of education in the College of Education.We’ve already reported Brig. Gen. C. O. Tot- man U S.M C. as retired and Clayt is living in Bowdoinham, Maine. He recently visited in the Alumni Office on campus.Bob Follett is living on Williams Street, Digh- ton, Massachusetts.
25th Reunion, June 3-5, 1960 See you in June!
1 9 3 3  Mrs. Robert Pendleton 
 (Betty Barrows)Island Falls
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund 
Associate Partners — 2
When I read in the January 25 issue of Time the science article about Thiokol’s Rocket Plant at Brigham City, Utah, I wondered if perhaps Max Rubin was employed by Thiokol. In answer to my letter to him, he shares with all of us a bit about his activities in the past few years. “Upon leaving California in September 1957, I spent two years at the Redstone Division of the Thiokol Chemical Corporation in Huntsville, Alabama, as chief of the rocket engineering department. I am presently manager of the quality control di­vision of the Utah Division of Thiokol. My group conissts of approximately 650 people and embraces four areas of responsibilities that of test, inspection, physical and chemical analysis, and statistics. The major part of our work en­tails design, research and development and pro­duction of the 1st and 2nd Stages of the Min- uteman Missile.” Max and wife Juliet have three children Jonathan, 13, Debbie, 10, and Gordie, 4.
Thanks to Angie Miniutti I have a nice picture of Jack Farnsworth and his wife taken on the occasion of their 25th wedding anniversary.
A recent engagement of interest to all of us is that of Elizabeth Haskell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs Madison (Gid) Haskell of Lee, to Gary Mal- lett of Lee Miss Haskell is a second year stu­dent at Eastern Maine General Hospital. Mr. Mallett graduated from the Maine Vocational In­
stitute in 1959.
Louise -(Hill) Robbins is Cumberland County 4-H agent. Perhaps this is a position which Louise has had for some time, but I became aware of the fact when I read an article in the Telegram about proposed plans for a 4-H exhibition hall. If this is late news, Louise, you should keep me 
better informed.Who wants to make a column for June possible?
1 9 3 6  Mrs. Edwin P. Webster 
 (Phyllis Hamilton)258 Norway Rd., Bangor
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund Associate Partner — 1
Actor Abbott has asked me to remind you that there is only one year to go on the Class Gift Fund drive. He says the Committee plans another general mailing this spring, and will include a pledge and payment status report to the individual participants. However, pledges and payments are
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welcome at any time; and more of both are needed to build up the Fund to a respectable figure.A total of about $1700 has been pledged to date, with some $1200 now in the Fund savings account. Pledges and payments should be sent to Mrs.Richard N. Clarke (that’s Ann Eliasson), 79 Vis- coun Road, Longmeadow, Mass. Checks (and
quoting Actor, “please send checks, of any size!”) should be made payable to “Class of 1936 Gift 
Fund.”In his letter Actor reports that all is going well on Broadway and in Ridgewood, New Jersey (at work and at home, that is) He left the NewEngland Tel & Tel. Co. over a year ago to join the Engineering Department of the A.T.&T. Co. He travels a good deal from coast to coast At home, he says 14-year-old April and 10-year-old Actor III are active in every youthful activity yet invented, and Mom and Dad are kept busy operat­ing a free taxi serves for them. The Abbotts live at 44 Pomander Walk in Ridgewood, and Actor will welcome any suggestions relative to means of enlarging the Class Gift FundRutledge Morton is a civil Engineer for the Allied Engineering Inc He and his family live in Gorham. He has one son, who is in college, and four daughters. Rutledge is a district scout official and is helping to plan this year’s scouting 
jubilee celebration
Don Huff is chairman of the standing commit­tee of the All Souls Unitarian Church in Augusta. His family is also active in the church Lynn (Parkman ’39) is a Sunday School teacher, a mem­ber of the religious education committee, Chan- ning Alliance, and Community Exchange. Their daughters, Nancy and Donna, are in the church school and Nancy is president of the Junior Lib­eral Religious Youth Group.Wendall Hadlock, director of the Farnsworth Museum in Rockland, recently was the speaker at the Augusta Cecilia Club. He gave a narra­tion on folk musicNow, two addresses from the Alumni Office. (I’d love to hear from you both to get “first hand” news.) Winifred (Lamb) Barbour lives on Katahdin Avenue in Rockland, and Julia (Cox) Tapley at 389 Commonwealth Rd., Cochitu- ate, Mass Julia teaches the fifth grade in Weston 93, Mass ,
1 9 3 7  Mr. Edwin H. Bates 
 8 College Heights, Orono
Arthur A. Hauck Building FundAssociate Partners — 2
The world-touring Wilsons, Frank and Jeanette (MacKenzie) and children Sandy, Bitsey, and Mal­colm are now settled in Ohio, living at 80 Mur- wood Drive, Chagrin Falls. After extensive duty with the International Cooperation Administration in New Dehli, India, and Amman, Jordan, Frank worked in Washington, D C., for the Depart­
ment of Commerce until last August. He then accepted the position of general manager of the International Division of The Gabriel Company with the main office in Cleveland. In his first four months in this new position, Frank visited Mexico and several European countries. Thanks, Jean­nette, for your interesting letter brimful of news.The Providence, R. I., Sunday Journal of Feb­ruary 21 carried a feature on the new high school librarian of Barrington, R. I , none other than Mary (Grant) Dobs. Mary had formerly served in a similar capacity in Lewiston for two years before accepting the position in Barrington early 
this year.Hal Webb who has been on our “no address list” is now living in East Union
1 9 3 8  Mr. Robert L. Fuller 
 33 Andrews Ave., Falmouth Foreside When you read this I shall be long gone—vaca­tion bound—so I may not fool around too much with this particular column. Altho now, might be an opportune time to throw in a few surprises, as I’d be unavailable for comment However, I’ll stick to the facts and that may be refreshing in 
itself.
Had good luck on new news lately and I’ll start with Ron Shaw at Bay Shore, N. Y. Ron has a boy, senior in high school, and a girl, a junior. Ron is coach of freshman basketball and in the summer is boathouse director at a boys camp in Harrison, Me He says: “ I do not know whether you remember me, Bob, but I remember rubbing your legs (tsh! tsh') while I was in col­lege I worked with Stan Wallace in the training room between the fall of 1936 and 1938.” (No 
comment)
And a note from Hugh Ross Newcomb. He has one son Stephen. Ross is personnel officer for Oregon State Game Comm. He met Louis Prahar 
once, who is a forester in OregonBartlett Kimball is at 225 William St., Pitts­field, Mass Has a wife and two daughters “Get­ting too old to have pictures taken. Afraid you might display in Post Office with the rest of the 
wanted criminals.”
I shan’t go into detail about this trip I’m tak­ing with Haggett Nor mention anything aboutthe navigational end of it—but we would like to know about his last trip to Caribou and why he had to sleep with Waldo. Phyllis apparently relegated them both to the doghouse.
1 9 3 9  Mrs. Norman H. Thompson 
 (Phoebe Dunbar)87 Whipple Rd , Kittery
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund
Associate Partner — 1
Bud Robbins is the plant manager of the Welch Grape Juice Co plant in North East, Pa. He is living at 133 So Portage S t, Westfield. New
York. Bud has the “Welcome” mat out for all travelers on route 20 between Buffalo and Erie, Pa.
Merle Wing lives at 708 Glascock St., Raleigh, N. C , he is teaching with the department of sci­ence at Middle Tennessee State College, Murfrees­boro, Tenn Good to have some news from you, Merle
Donald Strout’s address is 27 Church St., Liv­ermore Falls, Me.
The following are those we are interested in locating. Delmont Allen, Alfred Andrews, Charles Bartlett, Jr., Elaine Blair, Maj. Tedford Blaisdell, Valentine Carolin, Bradford Crosby, Marie Daigle, Ethel Dunbar, Harold Edison, Phillips Folsom, Wendell Ford, John Gordon, Clinton Hall, Car­lyle Harmon, Yong Kao, Gerald Kimball, Clark Kuney, Arnold Magazine, John McCready, George Mowatt, Susie Nason, Raymond Nelson, Waldo Nelson, and Arthur Patterson, Jr.Now go back and reread that list of names. And there are more names. Imagine—so many lost. A little sleuthing and a card will give us an address for the files.
Next month I shall complete the lost names, and perhaps by next September when our new secretary takes over, you will have found our old friends and classmates So reread the list and light your lamp of learning.Just a preview of next year’s coming attraction. 
Charlotte (Hennessy) Card will be our class secre­
tary starting in October 1960 and through June 1962.
I want to thank you all for your notes and snapshots.
Tom Barker dropped in on his way home from Farm & Home Week at Orono. He and Barb have been seeing Lib (Doble) and Bill Sylvester. The Sylvesters are in Westport, Conn, and the Barkers in Longmeadow, Mass. Lib and Bill always have a few thousand feet of color ski and sport and travel motion pictures with them. This is their business, and the interesting talks we had at Reunion proved to me how fascinating their own motion picture making must be. If you want to know more about this for your class or group, contact Lib at North Ave. & Easton Rd., West- port, Conn.
1940 Mrs. Artemus Weatherbee (Pauline Jellison)9302 Second Ave., Silver Spring, Md.
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund 
Associate Partner — 1
Reunion time is coming fast—hope to see you in Orono for our 20th Reunion festivities Plan to be there
20th Reunion, June 3-5, 1960 
In the January-February 1958 Air Preheater Corporation Newsletter, the appointment of Lin- wood S. McPheters of Wellsville, N. Y., as gen­eral superintendent in charge of shop production in all four plants was announced. Prior to this promotion, he had been serving as plant super­intendent at Plant No. 1 He came to work for The Air Preheater Corporation in July of 1940 and after a six months shop training course, spent several years in the engineering and sales depart­ments. In August of 1943, he was made assist­ant plant superintendent in which capacity he served until he was named plant superintendent in January 1945. “ Mac,” as he has been popularly named by his men, has also completed a business administration course given by the Alexander Hamilton Institute and an advanced business ad­ministration course taught at Clark Bros in Olean by St. Bonaventure University personnel. In 1942 and 1943, he served as an instructor of mechani­cal drawing in the New York State Adult Educa­tion program. He is a member of the American Society Mechanical Engineers, the American Weld­ing Society, the American Society for Metals, and the American Management Association.
1 9 4 1  Mrs. Constance P. Leger 
 (Connie Philbrook)Philbrook Farm Inn, Shelburne, N. H.
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund 
Associate Partner — 1
Does anyone need insurance? In December of ’59, John McGillivry joined The Conn. Mutual Life Insurance Co. of Boston Good luck, Jack, with your new venture.Alvah Perry is back from what must have been a fascinating two months trip to Venezuela. He was sent at the request of the Gov’t to Venezuela to serve as an advisor on potato marketing to the Venezuelan Ministry of Agriculture. We would all enjoy hearing about the trip, Alvah.
How To Teach English
By Philip M arsh (Maine ’16 and ’29)
This is the first really practical book on the subject, and it is based on a gen­
eration of successful teaching in high school, college, and university classes. It 
shows the beginner—and the ineffective oldster—just what to do with an English 
class, how to conduct the questioning, how to teach grammar and writing, how to 
correct a theme (objectively), and how to teach the several types of literature. 
It is not concerned with educational philosophy, only with how to get good teach­ing results.
Now used and recommended by professors all over the country, it applies to 
high school as well as college conditions. Professor Thorp, chairman of Princeton’s 
Department of English: “The book is straightforward and full of useful, practical 
suggestions.” Dr. Wiley, chairman of English, Texas Women’s University: “Your 
discussion of grading is the most definite and detailed that we have seen.” Professor 
Hornberger, English chairman, University of Minnesota: “It should be very useful to a beginning teacher.”
$3.00 per copy. BOOKMAN ASSOCIATES, 31 Union Square W., New York
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Paul Billings has been promoted by the Esso Standard Oil Co. of N. J. to head of the Chemical Products Dept. Paul and Courtna (Kingsley ’42) have three children—a girl and two boys.George Fisher has been appointed manager of the Monsanto Chemical Company plant at Everett, Mass. The Fisher family lives at 9 Washington St., Stoneham, MassIt must have been a gala evening at the Dow NCO Club when Capt. Jack Serota was honored at a testimonial dinner. He has retired as Commander of the 136th Army Engineers, Maine National Guard.Robert Larsson’s book “Elements of Transforma­tion Theory” will be published by Prentice-Hall It is a text designed for the high school math teacher.This is short—you all know why!
1 9 4 2  Mrs. Gilbert Y. Taverner 
( Bette Barker Kilpatrick)80 Vernon St., Brookline 46, Mass.
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund Associate Partner — 1
In these days of late March in northern New Eng­land, thoughts of Bermuda are like thoughts of Heaven, and we have reason to bring Bermuda into print because one of the class is now living there with his numerous progeny (5 children), wife Jeanne, a dog, and a cat! When last heard from Mark Ingraham was fulfilling a Navy assignment in Port Lyautey, North Africa; but since October 1959, he has been with a P5M Squadron in Bermuda . . . address is VP 45, F.P.O., New York, N. Y.Loren Stewart is now a Lieutenant Colonel serv­ing as commanding officer of the Second Missile Battalion, 52nd Artillery at Ft Bliss, Texas, with 5107 Harlan Dr , El Paso, as his home address His oldest was graduated from high school last May! Don Davis has a new address—486 Hatherly Rd , North Scituate, Mass., and also a new job, accord­ing to our informant; but we don’t know what the job is! How about bringing us up-to-date, Don.A nice note from Cherne (Thorne) Kaifer, who is at 5545 Oakland Rd , Baltimore 27, Md., indicates that she has been hard at work being a class agent and had a party recently for those of ’42 living in her area Not all could come, but those who aid had a wonderful time. Cherrie’s daughters, Marjorie and Catherine, are ten and twelve years old, “which means that I am a Girl Scout leader and also neigh­borhood chairman of eighteen troops,” says Cherrie She is also busy with League of Women Voters and says that it is exciting to live near Washington and thus be able to visit the Senate.Hank Snell and his wife Edith live in Rockville, Md., at 4600 Landgreen. He works for the Army They have six children ranging in age from 3 to 15 years1Dick Cranch has moved from College Park, Md., and is now living at 2359 Lincoln St., Eugene, Ore­gon We’d like to know what Dick is doing!Stan Freedman and his wife Shirley live at 2808 W. Strathmore Ave., Baltimore 9, Md., and have two sons, aged ten and twelve.Our Class Vice President, Nat Crowley, really catapulted into the headlines this past month as his Lewiston High basketball team won the State of Maine championship and went on to almost win the New England top spot in the play-offs in Boston. We’re proud of you and your skill with these young people, Nat; keep up the good work!!
1 9 4 3  Mrs. Donald V. Taverner (Olive Rowell)9 Chapel Rd., Orono
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund 
Junior Partners — 2
Now that spring is here, we who live near campus are thinking of Commencement, and won­dering how many of you we’ll be seeing there.A number of ’43ers have been elected to offices of one kind or another recently. Among them is Philip Chute of Naples who was elected president at the annual meeting of the State of Maine Hotel Association.Two vice presidents follow: Fletcher J. Long and Roy Ladner. Fletcher (Cove Street, Marion, Mass.) has been elected a vice president of Hogan Winters and Company of Rye, N. Y. and Boston He has conducted fund-raising and public relations for health, youth, and welfare agencies in the past.Roy Ladner has been promoted to vice president of the Merrill Trust Company. Roy lives in Orono and has been active in Alumni and University affairsTwo secretaries come next. Jeanne (Patten) Whitten and Margaret Moscone. Jeanne is now secreatry of the Greater Bangor-Brewer Young Re­publican Club. Margaret Moscone, chief dietitian at the Veterans Administration Hospital at Togus, is secretary of the Maine Dietetic Association. Congratulations one and all!I have been saving a delightful Christmas letter
from the Charles Bartleys, hoping to have space enough to do it justice. Bart has set up a new company called Rocket Power, Inc., and the family has bought a ranch-style home which is surrounded by grapefruit trees and typical desert vegetation, being located in Scottsdale, which is just outside Phoenix, Arizona When the letter was written they were planning to have the back area fixed up for a Christmas present. The ball field, volley ball court, and a place to shoot golf balls sounds more than inviting. The girls in the family were hoping for horses, so perhaps by now they have been ac­quired. The whole project sounds fascinating. I wish there were room here for more details, but at least we have a brief sketch of the life of the Bart­leys.
Thanks for your letters. Keep them coming!
1 9 4 4  Mrs. E. P. Ingalls, Jr. (Joyce R. Iveney)
27 Summit St-, Woodland
The Alumni Office sends the following changes of address: Herbert E. Wing, Kingfield; Herman Lamoreau, 5 Fernwood S t, Orono; C. Lincoln Jewett, 4616 Reservoir Rd. N. W., Washington 7, D. C , and Peter and Lillian (Silver) Schwartz, Box 881, Bangor.Stanley Smith was recently on the campus and attended the dedication exercises of Hitchner Hall on February 13. He heads up the Poultry Research work for the Grange League Federation of Ithaca, N. Y., one of the largest farmers’ cooperatives in the world.
Elizabeth (Taylor) Evans writes that her husband, Laurence ’51, has recently been notified that he has received a grant from the Social Science Research Council to do post-doctoral research abroad for the remainder of this year and part of next year.Letters from you are quite scarce I appreciated a very nice letter from Olive (Bradbury) Landry. Olive is active in the State of Maine A A U.WA letter from Martha (Allen) Irvine tells of their busy life in Falmouth, Maine. Their girls are 13, 10, and 8 now We are proud of Bill Irvine ’42
1 9 4 5  Mrs Robert Dutton  (Dottie Currier)79 Revere St., Portland
This is the last chance for me to remind you of our Class Reunion in June. It looks as if many are planning to attend so it should be a wonderful week-end, starting with dinner and dancing at the Pilots Grill on Friday night, June 3. Carolyn (Chaplin) Bradley and Joe Chap­lin are the committee for arrangements, so I am sure you will be hearing more details in May, 
concerning all the plans.
15th Reunion, June 3-5, 1960
A note from 25 Asbury St., Lexington, Mass , was from Miriam (O’Beirne) Mitchell letting me know that she will be “on deck” for the festivities, since her husband has kindly consented to take over the baby sitting duties at homeOnce again good old faithful “Charlie” (that used to be Carolyn Chaplin’s name back in college days) sent me some items of interest to write about. Pete Calott (formerly Tsacalotos) flew up to Ban­gor from N Y , where he attended a pulp and paper meeting, to visit friends one evening recently. He lives with his wife and two children in a suburb of Portland, Oregon.Carolyn had a big surprise recently when she bumped into Alice (Maney) McFarland. Alice is a dietitian at the Mercy Hospital in Portland. Her husband teaches at Scarborough High School, and they live on Narragansett Road in Gorham. They have a boy, 13, and a girl, 11.There was also a big article with pictures in the paper this past month about Bruce Billing’s home in Limestone, decribing how cleverly the home had been redecorated and space utilized with built- ins and shelves and such in Early American style.From the Alumni Office we learn that Ray Cook is Superintendent of Schools in Eastport. His ad­dress is 11 1/2 Mittchel Street.
1 9 4 6  Mrs. Edward G. Harris (Judy Fielder)103 Valerie Dr., Fayetteville, N. Y.I haven’t heard a thing about anyone this month outside of several new addresses, and here they 
are.Mr and Mrs Roland Porter, 33 Green Acres Ave., East Brunswick, N J. Carol Jean (Griffee) is 
a grade school teacher there.Rudolph D. Weeks, Raymond Ave., Shrewsbury, 
Mass.Floyd R. '48 and Nancy (Moses) Beecher, 3 Chambers Rd., Cape Elizabeth.Mr. and Mrs. B. G. (Zelma Warren) Young, 737 Cedar S t, Scottsburg, IndMajor Ronald C. Johnson, Army Ordnance Mis­sile Command, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama.
If any of you have any news to pass along, you’d better do it right away, since there’s only one more issue before the summer vacation.
1 9 4 7  Mrs. Walter C. Brooks  (Peg Spaulding)57 Leighton Street, BangorIn a recent newspaper picture recently we found a picture of Marion (Littlefield) Hussey with her daughter Ann. The occasion was to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the birth of Juliette Low and the Augusta Brownies were doing their part. Marion and her family live at 10 Third St., Au­gusta.
Louisa (Bacon) Duffus’ address is Box 412, Rodman, Canal Zone.
1 9 4 8  Mrs. Richard S. Foster 
 (Jean Campbell)15 Donamor Lane East Longmeadow, Mass.All news courtesy of the Alumni Office this month! WHERE ARE YOU, CLASSMATES?In February Eric Hanson was appointed manager of the legislative department of the Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce. In his new position, Eric will head the Chamber’s activities concerning state and national legislation. Since 1955, he has been serving as executive director of the Cambridge (Mass.) Civic Association. Eric, his wife (the former Phyllis Jordan) and their three children live at 239 Wiswall Rd., Newton Center, Mass.Dana Bunker and his family have returned to Maine after eight years of residence in Manchester, Mass. He is employed in an executive capacity with Gould and Scammon, manufacturers of shoe counters, in Auburn. Dana and Peg (Brown) now live at 325 Minot Ave., Auburn, with their three children, Diane, 10, Jeffrey, 7, and Peter, 3.A new address for the Robert Coffins, whose latest employment change was listed in a recent column—Hardwick Rd., Petersham, Mass.Dr. Jay W. Lathrop has made a change since our last report in ’53. He is now with Texas In­struments in Dallas and his current address is 9909 Ontario Lane, Dallas, Texas.We have some news of a lost ’48er! Cynthia Tribou has turned up as Mrs. Robert O. Case, Jr. Her husband is a research engineer with North American Aviation Co. They have 3 daughters and can be found at home at 1061 No. Hiatt, La Habra, Calif.Laureat J Bernard is now located at 90 Cherry St., Saxonville, Mass. He is a professor at Boston State Teachers College.
1949 Mrs. Oscar Hahnel, Jr. (Julie Shores)12 Jepson Ave., LewistonLet’s put down our dust cloths, brooms, and rakes, and take time from spring clean-up to visit with some of our classmates.
Ken ’50 and Jean (Cunningham) Jackson have been transferred to Huntsville, Ala., where Ken is working for Western Electric on Nike installa­tionsAnother couple now in the South are Fred and Joanne (Vermette) Glover. They are now living at 632 11th Ave., Albany, Ga., and Fred is man­ager in a dry cleaning plant.Bill Brennan is back in the East again. He has
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been with the American Airlines public relations department in their Detroit office for the past two years and has just recently joined the public rela­tions staff of Doremus & Co. in the Boston office.John and Louise (Hamlin ’50) Hussey and their three children are living at 1735 Marcee Lane in Northbrook, Ill. John is general manager for the Loop Office of the N. Y. Life Ins. Co.Back in January, Helen (Reed) Land married Daniel W. Barker II, a design engineer, at the First Congregational Church, Cambridge, Mass. Their home address is 39 Nottinghill Rd., Brighton, 
Mass.A Brewer native, Roland Morrison, is now var­sity football coach at Simsbury, Conn. High School. During this past season his team, using the Nelson Wing-T, won two championships and had a record of six wins and 1 loss, which we would all agree 
is all right.Jim Hinds as faculty manager of athletics at Brewer High has just had a busy season following the Brewer basketball team. They did very well, too, getting into the state finals at Portland.Louise (Hilton) Varnum sent along news from 
her Christmas cards:Peggy (Hurd) Merrow, Bob, and their two chil­dren are now living in Bedford, N. H., just outside 
of Manchester.Albert Starbird has been working for Technical Operations, Inc., Burlington, Mass , since September. He has been getting home only on weekends, but Lois (Deering) said that they have been looking at houses and had pretty well settled on one in 
Dunstable.
Lorraine (Stratton) Estes has a full schedule. Besides caring for Carl and their four children, she somehow finds time to teach at a nursery school in Gorham two days a week. Carl ’50 is teaching at Gorham High School this year.Evelyn (Waltz) Clark is living in Unity. She and Mavor and the three children have a farm, and Evelyn said they were getting ready for a new ship­ment of contract chickens.Next month is our last column before summer, 
let’s make it a nice long one.
Rev. Richard R. Davis
Church Avenue, Peaks Island, Portland
10th Reunion, June 3-5, 1960
Well, here I sit again sorting out mail and 
items for the Class Notes. It brings a bit of nos­talgia when I consider that I am nearing the close of my term as “class secretary.” I am in hopes that another member of the “ambitious” Class of 1950 will volunteer to “take over” in 
June. It has not been too easy as I have spent these last five years in Graduate Study and have 
had to “squeeze” in the time. Do I hear any “takers”? I shall not be at “Reunion” as I have 
to participate in the Boston University graduation ceremonies for my “class.”Coby Chandler has been appointed general super­visor of technical processes in colorprint and pro­cessing at the Eastman Kodak Co in Rochester, New YorkParker M. Sanborn has been named as field representative for the Northeast area of the U. S. by the American Jersey Cattle Club.Willard Nisbet is traffic manager at Augusta, Maine, for the New England Telephone and Tele- graoh Company.Harland E. Roberts has been promoted to officer engineer of the Road Design Division of the New Hampshire Highway Dept.Stephen and Judith (Cole ’50) Simonds of Wethersfield, Conn., recently became the parents of a daughter, Laura Ann.The Edward Libbys of Gilbert Street, Orono, Maine, recently became the proud parents of twin daughters at the Eastern Maine General Hospital in Bangor.Dr. and Mrs Howard Berg of 5 Hudson Street, Bangor, Maine, became the proud parents of a son recently.Robert and Priscilla (Goggin ’50) Wilks became the proud parents of a son on February 27th. The Wilks live at 201 Lothrop Street, Beverly, Mass.Lewis E. Clark’s address is 31 Winslow Hall, Univ. of Maine.William G. Whitlock’s address is Box 292, R.F.D., Amherst, Mass.Roy B. Thayer, Jr., is a laboratory technician. His address is 2809 13th Road, S. Arlington, VaLila (Zimmerman) Shames address is 3 Pine Drive, Woodbury, L. I , New York.Philip R. Burns is an insurance adjuster for the United States Fidelity and Guaranty Company. His address is 24 Saunders S t, Portland, Maine.Roger A. Race is a coastal area forester. His business address is 66 Ayer St., Oakland, Maine.Ernest A. Lowell is recreation director for Milli­nocket, Maine. His address is 19 Beech St., East Millinocket, Maine.Emery A. Tillson is a project service engineer
in General Electric. He lives at R.D. 1, Sallston 
Lake, N. Y.
1 9 5 1  Mrs. Frank J. Schmidt 
 (Mary-Ellen Michaud)326 Union Street S. E.Grand Rapids 6, Michigan The glorious season, Spring, is once more upon us, and I am all for it Just wish I had a garden to dig around inGeorge Ayers writes that he, Ruth (Bridges ’52) and the children, Pamela, 6, and Mark, 1, are living at 37 School Street, Gorham. George received his master’s degree from Ohio State University in August and then returned to Maine as an instruc­tor of physics and physical science at Gorham State Teachers’ College.Dodd Roberts, I discover, is a fellow Michigander (that’s what Frank tells me we are) Dodd has been located in Pontiac since 1958 as Director of Language Arts Education for the County School district of Oakland County—this came following the completion of a doctorate from Columbia, Mo. Dodd, Jean (Frellick, M.Ed. ’57), Alan, and Kathryn wish to extend an open invitation to all Mainiacs near or passing by Pontiac to call (FEderal 5-9481) or drop a line to 1025 North Telegraph Road. The Roberts are moving soon so these represent the office number and addressMary Jane (Crockett) Marsden writes that her husband, Donald, has recently been promoted to general manager of Chambers, Wiswell, Shattuck, Clifford, and McMillan, Inc , of Boston, one of the largest advertising agencies in New England. Don­ald and Mary Jane have two children, Scott, 4, and Kenneth, 2, with another one forthcoming in Oc­tober The Marsdens can be found at 15 Fairbrook Road, Framington, Mass.Samuel Sides, a member of the U. of M Agri­cultural Experiment Station since 1956, has been promoted to associate professor of agricultural engineeringDouglas Hague has announced his candidacy for the Republican legislative nomination from Gorham. Douglas is a security salesman for Charles A Day Co of Boston.Engagements and Marriages:Selma A. Slotnick, Brookline, Mass., to Leonard Lait. A May 29 wedding is planned.Georgette M. Bilodeau, Lewiston, to Louis Guil- mette.Aphrodite Lekousi became the bride of Dr George Tsatsos on January 31. Mr. Tsatsos is a graduate of Indiana University School of Medicine and is completing his internship at Cook County Hospital in Chicago.Keep track of people department:Alexander Leidy, with his wife and three children, can be found at 806 Kelapa Ave., Sunger Gerong, Sumatra, Indonesia. Alexander is a cost engineer for an oil corporation.T/Sgt Royce Rich is a claims investigator for the Air Force in Athens, Greece. The address is 7206th Support Group, APO 223 New York.Lawrence Tibbetts is now assistant to the con­troller at the U. of M.Gordon Smith and family (five boys) live at Chestnut Hill Road, RFD 1, East Hampton, Conn.Vernon Rand, shipping director at Air Carrier Service Corp , lives at 2500 Wisconsin Ave., Wash­ington 7, D.CCarlisle Langley, design engineer at North Ameri­can Aviation, Inc., Missile Division, lives at 7238 El Viento Way, Buena Park, Calif
Carroll ’50 and Peggy (Sewall) Totman live at 75 Woodside Lane, Arlington 74, MassRichard Page, teacher at Hazardville Memorial School, Hazardville, Conn., lives at 39 Central S t , Thompsonville, Conn.
Mrs. Charles Begley (Jeanne Frye) 
Waldoboro
In January, Ralph C. “Bud” Ham was presented with a Distinguished Service Award by the Brewer Junior Chamber of Commerce as Brewer’s out­standing young man. He is currently a candidate for the State Legislature. Bud and Margo (Floyd) with their three children live at 4 Madison Ave., Brewer.
Owen “Bud” Smith changed jobs in January and is now working for Standard Coated Products. The company makes sanitas, a wall covering. Bud is plant engineer and only five minutes from his work. Ann writes that they like their new home very much. They are situated not too far in from the Hudson River, and about 50 miles north of
New York City. Their address is: Box 753, Glen- wood Dr., Montrose, N. Y.A message from Angus “Gus” and Jean (Gyger) Black tells us that baby Robert Clarke arrived on September 8, weighing in at 7 lbs, 14 ozs. Con­gratulations on your new family member! Last spring, Jean and Gus took Lori, Sandy, and Chuck on a trip to Sarasota, Fla., and in June went to Sebago Lake for two weeks In spite of lots of rainy weather on both trips, they all had a good time. Jean and Gus say they have a good camp site near their brook which they wish more of us would use. . .  a good thought for some of you who might be planning camping trips this sum­mer. Their address is Vermont Academy, Saxtons River, Vt.Earle and Eleanor Robinson sent us a wonderful picture of their daughter, “Kit.” Earle is currently in Korea and his address is American Red Cross, APO 7, San Francisco, Calif.In December Walter C. Murray joined the staff of the Castine Community Hospital. He and Gwen­dolyn (Barnes) with their children, Amelia, Linda, Colleen, Susan, Christine, and Carol are living at “The Ricker House” on Pleasant Street in Castine.
1 9 5 3  Mrs. Philip E. Johnson 
 (Eini Riutta)South PenobscotWhoopee! Spring has sprung and with it comes 
that itch to get outside to get dirt under the fin­gernails. “Ain’t” life grand?
The latest word on the whereabouts of: Margaret Thomas. She lives at 220 Beacon St., Boston 16, Mass., and is employed as assistant registrar at Harvard Divinity School.Donald Drossel. His current address is 510 Broadway, Bangor, and he teaches at Bangor High School.
Harry L. Simpson Harry may be contacted at Room 168, Montana State University, Missoula, Montana Name change:
A letter from Jeanine (Wortman) Post informs us that in March she and her husband had their name legally changed from POSPAHALA to Post. She and Jerry live at 2466 South Monroe, Den­ver 10, Colorado.
Engagements and Weddings:
An April wedding is planned for Elizabeth Kleine of Union, N. J., and Bruce L. Clifford. Miss Kleine attended Berkeley School in East Orange, N. J., and is a graduate of the Grace- New Haven Hospital School of Nursing. Bruce is currently assistant director of public works in Darien, Conn
Eileen D. Fuller recently became Mrs. Waldo Joseph Gagnon, Jr. She is a 1957 graduate of Gloucester High School. Waldo is employed by R C.A. in Burlington and the Gagnons hang their hats at 54 Lothrop Street in Beverly, Mass.Stork Review:
A son, Gregory Andrew, has joined the house­hold of Mr. and Mrs. Jean Boucher of Lewiston. He was born on January 27 and welcomed by brothers Charles, 8 1/2, and Mark, 5. (Papa Jean is with the Lederle Division of American Cyanamid in Lewiston and would like to hear from other ’53ers His address: 7 Tucker S t , Lewiston.)Ed and I also have a new tax exemption, born March 9. (We had planned to go shopping in Bangor that day but I didn’t get further than the Castine Community Hospital, and I arrived there none too soon!) Peter Warren is the newest young Johnson. Others include Tracy Jean, 5, and Mark, 3.
EDITOR’S NOTE: More exciting news has come to the Johnson family recently in that Eini will 
represent the National Farm and Garden Assoc, as a Frysinger International Fellowship awardee and will spend the month of September in Norway 
and upon her return in October will be doing a 
lot of speaking on her experiences to Farm and 
Garden division meetings throughout the country. Eini will also have the opportunity to visit rela­
tives in Finland. Sounds wonderful, doesn’t it? We’ll hear more about this from Eini after she returns next fall.
1 9 5 4  Mrs. R. L. Weatherbee 
I (Martha Jean Wyman)M.R.B. Box 270-A, Bangor News this month is brief again. I hope more of you will send us your new addresses, additions, promotions, etc., throughout the summer.Maurice Aspinall is teaching school in Anchor­age, Alaska His addres is 504 25th Place, Anchor­age.
Joseph ’55 and Faith (Canty) Peters are living in Marysville, Ohio, at 531 East Fifth St. Joe is in the research field of work.
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Russell Lovaas is married to the former Anne Delamater (Colby '54) and they have three chil­dren: Johanna, Russell, and Pamela. They live at 9 Aycliffe Rd., Swampscott, Mass. Russ is employed by Travelers Insurance Co. in Boston.Olin K. Johnson is engaged to Ethel A. Robin­son of Benedicta. Ethel is a technologist at Mercy Hospital Tab, Portland. Olin is associated with his father in the cigarette vending business in Portland.Mark Lieberman’s address is 1528 Birchwood Ave., Chicago 26, Ill.John 'Norris led his Calais basketball team to the Eastern Maine Class M Championship this year. Congratulations, Johnnie!Roland F. McLain was married to Leona Mel­vin in Lewiston. Mrs. McLain teaches at Fair- view School and Roland teaches at Webster Jun­ior High in Auburn. They reside at 320 Court St.  Auburn.
Ronald and Marjorie (Robbins) Lalime are an­nouncing the birth of a daughter, Jody, the last of March. That makes five girls for the Lalime household. Ronnie—I have a feeling you are out-numbered 6 to 1!From the State of Singapore in the Far East, Jonathan and Patricia (Hamblet) send word of their new baby girl, Michelle Lucinda, born on March 2. \Nancy Warnock recently told us that she re­ceived her master’s degree from Northwestern University and that next year she will be teaching in Europe, probably m Germany doing elementary guidance work in an Army dependents school. Sounds interesting.Have any of you information on the following “lost” class members: Bernard Deshaies, William Hahnel, Fern Praglin, James A. Young, Robert Waigung, or Isabel (Shaw) Wilson?Just a reminder—our class dues are $5.00 for five years or $1.00 per year. You can send your 
class dues now to Charles D. Hoyt, Methodist Parsonage, Hampden Highlands, Maine.
1 9 5 5  Miss Hilda Sterling 
 1003 North Ocean Ave.Seaside Park, N. J.Are you going to be with your classmates on June 3-4-5? Ron Define and his top-notch com­
mittee have some Reunion plans up their sleeves that you will not want to miss. Maybe, you have heard about them, but, if not, I am sure that you will want to make an early reservation so you can enjoy the weekend with the other 
“oldtimers.” And, too, 1 hope that you have sent your contribution to Stan Milton. (His ad­dress is 9 Stetson St., Brunswick.) I will be look­ing for you in Orono!
5th Reunion, June 3-5, 1960 Donna Brann, Augusta, has announced her en­gagement to Walter Lind, who is employed in the receiving department of the Lipman Poultry Com­pany. His address is Noyes PL, Augusta.A September wedding is planned by Marilyn Grant, Portland, and Rudolf Kaserman. An Army veteran, he works for the Falmouth Plumbing and Heating Company. Mail can be sent to 57 Ver­anda St., Portland.Wedding bells rang for Doris Martel and David Piatak of Simpson, Pa., in January. Doris, who 
was a member of the Somersworth (N.H.) High School faculty for several yeyars, is teaching Eng­lish at Bangor High School. Dave, a research fellow in the Department of Chemistry at Maine, is studying for his doctor’s degree in philosophy. They are making their home at 11 Eddy way St., Bangor.Franklin Manzer, who has been on the faculty in the College of Agriculture at Maine since 1958, will assume the duties of associate professor of plant pathology on July 1. Frank was awarded his doctorate degree by Iowa State College in 1958. He and Peggy (Robinson ’54) live on Seventh St., Old Town.
Address Changes . . .Mrs. John L. Simpson (Beth Bedker), Village Hill Rd., R F.D 1, Willimantic, Conn.Mrs William R. Hobart (Shirley Putnam), 12 School St., Gorham.Mrs. Perry C. Jackson (Eleanore Rosen), 11801 Oak Trail, Austin 5, Texas.
1 9 5 6  Miss Judith A. MacPherson 
 Taney town, Maryland
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund 
Junior Partner — 1
Will devote this and the June column to listing addresses for those of you who are planning to do some “touristing” this summer.
Robert J. Williams has been promoted to project engineer in the IBM Advanced Systems Develop­ment Division. Bob is responsible for system stimulation in Airline Reservation Systems, which involves investigations into the dynamic operating characteristics of a System. He and his wife and two children are living on Cottam Hill Rd., Wapp- ingers Falls, New York.
George O. Jones has accepted employment with Standard Brands, Inc., in a sales capacity. George is living in Gorham, New Hampshire at 3 Elm St.Carol “Squeeky” Loud is living at 67A Dana Street in Cambridge, Mass.
Humphrey D. Zabnskie is at 23 Tyng Street, Newburyport, Mass, and is working for the Bos­ton Port Authority.
Henry G. Hartpence sends his address as Hart Villa Apartments “Q,” 11931 Hart Street, North Hollywood, California. Hank is with the Pacific Bendix Company. He and wife Sherry have a daughter, Michelle Mae
Thomas F. Pierce is an agent for Western Air Lines and lives in Los Angeles, California, at 58- 55 West 95th Street, Apartment 29.Mrs. Robert F. Tatro lists her new address as Box 118, Groton Long Point, Conn.Reverend Wilbur B. Sadleir is minister at the Riverside Memorial Church in Haverhill, Mass., and receives his mail there
Maryann C. Minctons receives mail at 17 Dray­ton Road, in Bath.
Johanne Clark) Graziotti is teaching in Marion, Indiana, and sends her address as 129 East North “B” Street in Gas City. Summer correspondence should be sent to the Maxwell House in Ogunquit.Mr. and Mrs. Lynn B Grant are living in New London, Conn., at 75 West Street Lynn is with the Charles Pfizer Co., as a lab techician.Suzanne and Edward MacGibbon have moved to 171 East Street, Barre, Vermont.
1 9 5 7  Mrs. Gary Beaulieu 
 (Jane Caton)484 Notre Dame Ave., Manchester, N. H.Hi 57ers!Thanks a lot for quite a few letters, birth an- nounements, e tc , that I received from you this month.
First an old but very important letter from Wes English that got misplaced in the moving process My apologies! Wes informs us that Robert Chap­man. a junior in Business Administration and a transfer from Dayton Univ, was the recipient of the award money from the Scholarship of the Class of 1957 on the Orono Campus. The amount of the award for the current school year was $200.00. Wes’s address is 455 Righters Mill Rd., Narberth, Penna.
I got some nice news from Howie and Elva (Brackett) Alden on the birth of their daughter, Carole Elizabeth, in Orleans, France The Alden family will return to the U S in June, when Howie will do research work for the U of Michigan, and then this fall will start his Ph.D at the U. of Mich School of Natural Resources.
Another new addition to the Chris and Joyce (Lyons) Fuller family—a little sister, Judith Ann, for “big sister” Susan! Chris and Joyce are sta­tioned at 124A -Lee Village, Fort Campbell, Ky.
Clarissa and Harry Percival wrote of their new daughter Mary Elizabeth. They’re living at 52 South St., Calais, Me., where Harry is employed as operating engineer at Eastern Maine Electric Cooperative.
Lin Haskins wrote that he and his wife, Pat (Whitmore) and daughter Debbie are stationed in Verdun, France. During their trips to and through France, Germany and Luxemburg, they’ve run into a couple of U. of M.ers, Norm Cole and Bill Manck. Their mailing address is Lt. Franklin C. Haskins, .Hq. 4th Log Comd (C), APO 122, New 
York, N. Y.
Sis (Pelletier) and Jim Daigle have settled per­manently in Fort Kent, Me , where Jim is working with his father in the potato and funeral business. Sis is temporarily employed as Home Demonstra­tion Agent and permanently employed as mother of Debby and Danny! Address— R. F. D. 4, Fort 
Kent, Me.
News of the Charlie and Judy (White) Boothbys. Charlie finishes army life in April after which he’ll return to his job with the Soil Conservation Service in Portland. While stationed “down south” Judy has been teaching French in an Atlanta school. Their mail will reach them at 249 Kenduskeag Ave., Bangor, Me.
And “to whom it may concern,” as Bill so aptly puts it—a change of address for Bill Scott! New address 81 Autumn St., Malden 48, Mass.
1 9 5 8  Miss Kathie Vickery  Southwest Harbor1st Reunion, June 3-5, 1960Greetings, ’58’ers! Reunion time draws closer with every month, and plans are fast being laid to make ours the best yet. How do good Maine coast lobser sound for a starter? Wonderful! It’s lobster at the top of the menu for Friday night’s informal supper to be held at the Vickery’s in East Hampden. The Bangor area gang is work­ing to make this evening one that will be long remembered by all—so we’ll be looking forward to seeing every one of you there!Paul Atwood, one of the sparks of our Reunion Committee, has provided me with several news items this month. First, Paul, Priscilla, and six month old Beth Ann are living in Bangor at 274 Garland Street. Paul is teaching physical educa­tion at Garland Street Junior High, while Priscilla is teaching English at Bangor High.Rick Davis, another Bangor resident who makes his home with wife and young one on Kendus­keag Ave., has been teaching social studies at Garland Street. Rick completed his master’s de­gree in guidance last June.Bob Arsenault, basketball coach at Sanford H.S., has a good season to his credit.And Bill Finch is an instructor at New Glou­cester Memorial Junior High.A newsy letter from Jane (Beringer) Richard was most welcome a short while ago. Janie writes that she, Ray, and year old Susan Ellen have set up housekeeping in Waterville at 2 Elm Street and love it. Ray is teaching history and POD at Winslow High, while Jane in all probability is kept plenty busy by little Sue Ellen—and a frisky Cocker puppy who answers to the name of Teddy!Betsy, Cal, and six months old Lisa Canney have come back home. They’re living in Eastport now, according to Jane.Judy Clayter, now Mrs. John Arey, lives in Vinalhaven.Liz Collins has left Newton, Mass, and set out for parts unknown! “San Francisco,” Liz writes, “is the greatest city in the world.” Her address— 2009 Valleja St., San Francisco 23, Calif.Jane Ledyard, from whom you have undoubted­ly all heard recently about reunion plans, in­serted some choice bits in a recent note. Among them the fact that she just spent a week in sunny Florida. Sounds great, Jane.Herbie and Judy (DeMerchant) Cohen’s address is 7A Kyle Ave., Devens Manor, Ayer, Mass.,That’s all, gang, until we all get together over a tasty Maine lobster in my back yard come June 3. Do plan to be there!
1 9 5 9  Miss Suzanne Dunn 
 21 Chauncey St., Apt. 44Cambridge, Mass.
Since there is only one more issue, I would like to include in it as many addresses as possible. This can only be done by everyone sending such directly to me. This must be done immediately as my copy does in shortly after you receive this issue.
As for news this month—newly announced en­
gagements are:Tammy Welch to Ray Rancourt ’58. Tammy is a graduate student at the Institute of Microbiol­ogy at Rutgers University and Ray is principal of Brooklin High School, Brooklin, Me. A June 
wedding is planned.
Joyce Crockett and Don Ashmanskas ’60 are planning a May 14 wedding. Joyce is employed by the Wall Street Journal in New York City. Don is finishing his senior year at Rutgers Uni­
versity.
Judy Marden ’60 and Bill Pickard have an­nounced their engagement. Bill is now at Lack- land Air Force Base in Texas. He was formerly employed as a research engineer with the Mutual Boiler and Machinery Insurance Co. in Waltham.The engagement of Barbara Carroll and Tom Maloy has been announced. Barbara is teaching in Veazie, while Tom is employed by AVCO Re­search and Development Corp., Wilmington, Mass. 
They are planning a June wedding.
John ’60 and Dora Lou (Dunnack) Petzold, who were married in August, are residing at 16-C Hillside Terrace, Lexington, Virginia. John is attending Law School at Washington and Lee while Dora Lou is teaching English and history 
at Natural Bridge High School.Donald Newcomb has accepted a teaching posi­tion at Kents Hill. He has just returned from Arizona State College, where he was doing gradu­
ate work in English.
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From New York Life’s yearbook of
JACK WILLIAMS—
went from a varied 
career to uniform success!
Jack Williams touched a lot of bases between his Penn­
sylvania birthplace and Oklahoma, where he joined 
New York Life. As a naval aviator, he saw action 
throughout the Pacific, won an Air Medal with four 
 gold stars. Home again, and after earning his college 
degree, he worked with a telephone company, then for 
an electronics manufacturer.
As a Nylic Agent, Jack found immediate success—and 
satisfaction. He feels his career gives him “a rare op­
portunity to serve my community and, at the same 
time, to be compensated in a much better way than I 
have ever known before.” His own talents and ambi­
tions are the only limitations on his future income and 
service to others.
If you or someone you know would like information 
about such a career with New York Life, write:
successful insurance career men!
B l f  jack  m. 
® |;gf Williams
i *  i f  l'lew ^ orl< Life
p l l  representative
L .  1 thG Cimarror
(Oklahoma  City) o
General Office
Rutgers Univ.o Education°  B . S . . 'AC
Military
L i e u t . .
]\ewYoi*k L ife
Insurance ^mmc) Company
College Relations, D^pt. W-25 
51 Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
Attractive. M aine Ga^ ictd.
Now available in time for Christmas 
gifts! A truly different Maine playing 
card.
These are top quality cards with a pat­
ented plasticized finish that resists wear 
and wipes clean with a damp cloth. Each 
deck is cellophane wrapped and comes in 
a colorful case.
These playing cards have an engraving 
of the University Seal in blue. The single 
deck is available in either silver or gold, 
while the double deck contains a pack of 
each color.
The finish gives the impression of me­
tallic silver or gold. In fact there are 
actually flecks of metal in the card! Each 
deck has an extra joker.
* PRICES: Single deck: $1.50
Double deck: $2.75
( These prices include postage and handling)
N o t e : Alumni in the Orono area may 
purchase these cards, at the same prices, 
at the Bookstore on campus.
(mows a aieciovrST.PAUl M(NN 
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Mail check to General Alumni Association, 44 Library, Orono, Me. 
Please send me ... single decks of Maine cards........ silver ... .gold
Please send m e ........ double decks of Maine cards.
Enclosed please find $................................
(Please add 3% Maine sales tax on orders to Maine points.)
Name: ......................................................... . .......................
Address:..............• •  • • • • • •  • •  « • • • • • • • »  mmmmm • •  a •  •  . . . . . . . .  _ __
I ••••*•• ........ .. • . •». ne State.
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turn to a new car
mM
m m m
THINK
MERRILL TRUST” 
FOR FINANCING
If you’re wondering how to buy 
the new car that caught your eye, 
Merrill Trust has the answer: 
a prompt, confidential Auto Loan.
You’ll enjoy Merrill Trust Company’s 
money-saving bank loan rates 
plus the Protected Finance Plan 
that gives you peace of mind 
by insuring your life and your car.
}  Fourteen Offices "Serving Eastern Maine"
► Convenient Customer Parking "In the Heart of Bangor '
t h e  M e r r il l  
T r u s t  C o m p a n y
THE BANGOR BANK WHERE YOU CAN PARK WITH EASE
,Serving Eastern M aine”
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION 
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
BANGOR • BELFAST • BUCKSPORT • CALAIS • DEXTER • DOVER-FOXCROFT • EASTPORT 
JONESPORT • MACHIAS • M ILO - OLD TOWN • ORONO • SEARSPORT • WOODLAND
A ll 60&1 ^I4e Id. S. A. . . .
A/lo/ne Alumni are planning for their
Class Reunions.
We, too, are making plans to have those little 
Maine Souvenirs for you to take home
to loved ones.
Such as
Children
Stuffed animals $1.98 to $5.98
T Shirts $1.00
Sweat Shirts $1.98
Bibs .98
Booties $1.49
For Grownups
Steins $1.98 to $5.98 
Ash Trays 59c to $2.95 
Salt & Pepper Shakers $1.98
and of course—
The Maine Wedgwood Plates—Cups & Saucers &
Bread & Butter Plates
We're looking forward to giving you
The Maine Hello!
The University Store Co
On The Campus
O rono , M aine
your
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MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL’S 
100 LEADING SALESMEN 
AVERAGED THAT AMOUNT LAST YEAR
Further, the 1959 average income of the 548 men 
with our company five years or longer was $14,236, 
with one in six earning over $20,000. These 548 
represent 29% of the total number of our full-time 
salesmen.
How does your income measure up? And does 
your present situation offer comparable opportunity 
for personal growth and income? It could be that a 
complete change in the course of your career would 
open the way to full development of your abilities 
and earning potential.
This is what Massachusetts Mutual offers the 
man who chooses a career with us: A future that is 
interesting, challenging and profitable. If you are 
that man, we will train you for success through out­
standing field-tested courses and individual instruc­
tion . . . and pay you while you learn. Isn't this an 
opportunity you should investigate?
Take the first step toward unlimited success. 
Write today for a free copy of “A SELLING  
CAREER,” or call our General Agent listed 
under Massachusetts Mutual in your phone 
book.
MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL
Life Insurance Company
S P R IN G F IE L D . M A SSA CH U SETTS • ORGANIZED 1851
Some of the University of Maine alumni in Massachusetts Mutual service:
Harold H. Inman, ’30, Bangor 
Cecil S. Woodbrey, ’41, Miami 
James H. Roberts, ’42, Grand Rapids 
William C. Gibson, ’46, Home Office 
David P. Buchanan, ’48, Bangor
Robert S. White, Jr., ’50, Auburn
George R. Brockway, ’52, 
Portland, Maine
Edward B. Dunne, ’58, Bangor
Robert Pelletier, ’58, Home Office
Claude S. Chittick, ’48, Rochester, N. H.
Robert W. Brundage, ’58, Danbury
William Burke, ’59, Home Office
IGilbert Roderick, ’59, Home Office 
Robert Samson, ’59, Home Office 
Ronald J. Shayne, Miami 
Clifton E. George, Haverhill
/Co p y r ig h t  1949, The  c a n a l  N a t i o n a l  Ba n k  of  Po r t l a n d . M a i n eL i f e  in Early  Po r t l a n dR ep ro d u c t io n  F rom a Color  Pr i n t , From a s e r i e s
y .
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Until after the Revolution, social distinctions in Portland followed the 
pattern established in England “The Quality” were ministers, judges, gov­
ernors, and those persons of wealth who had large landholdings Their houses 
were larger and finer, and they had slaves or indentured servants to perform 
household tasks and work in the fields Their clothes were mostly imported 
from England, as were household furnishings Willis says that the cocked 
hat, the bush- wig and the red cloak were envied marks of distinction in 
early Portland.
Men’s coats were made with long cuffs reaching to the elbows, and low 
collars. They were long and full-skirted, fastened with brass or silver but­
tons. Elaborately embroidered vests had long pocket flaps, also embroidered. 
Linen shirts had either linen or fine lace ruffles at throat and wrists Buck­
skin breeches, or scarlet breeches, had brass or silver knee buckles Low, 
square-toed shoes and silken of ribbed hose completed the costume. Face 
masks were carried in winter for protection against wind and cold, by women 
and the younger dandies.
The trappings of social rank were always donned by “The Quality” for 
social occasiors. with elaborately curled and powdered wigs to top off the 
display. At business, more serviceable clothes and plain queue wigs were 
Worn.
The wigs were as expensive as the clothes and had to be replaced about 
as often. Portland’s own Parson Smith wrote* “August, 1765, had a new wig 
and clothes” Again, in 1769• . . another rich wig, and hat.” Mr.
Deane’s famous diary tells us that in 1766 a wig cost sixteen pounds, seven­
teen shillings and sixpence.
Men’s and even children’s heads were shaved to accommodate the heavy 
wigs For comfort’s sake, at night, and when at home, the wigs were re­
moved and turbans of silk or wool substituted, to protect shaven heads from 
drafts —  which explains why contemporary portraits always show men with 
either a wig, turban or hat covering the head.
An interesting note is that in 1771 three silversmiths, Paul Little, John 
Butler and Joseph Ingraham, were busy in Portland making knee and shoe 
buckles and brass buttons.
S e r v i n g  M a i n e  P e o p l e  S i n c e  1803
Qanal Rational
Portland
188 Middle Street
14 Congress Square Pine Tree Shopping Center
337 Forest Avenue North Gate Shopping Center
Monument Square (449 Congress Street)
Saco yoi mouth Gorham
180 Main Street 93 Main Street 5 Main Street
South Portland 
41 Thomas Street Old Orchard Beach Veterans’ Square
Member Federal Deposit Insurant e Corporation
